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IMODUGTIOI 
The possible effect of elsctrie current upon the growth 
of plants has l^een the object of various types of research for 
more than 150 years, Solly (42) states that the earliest work 
was don© by Dr, laimbray of Edinburgh In 1745. According to 
this account Maimbray electrified two uiyrtles during the month 
of October and found that they ptit forth ssiall branches some 
inches in length, and even came into blossom. Other myrtles 
v^hich were not electrified made no such development, conse­
quently he concluded that the difference in behavior was due to 
the' effect of the electric current. 
Apparently the first treatinent of crops was attempted 
by the abbe Bertholon in Prance about 1870# ' Basty (l) relates 
that Bertholon treated various garden plants by sprinlcling 
with electrified \mter. A gardener, standing on a slab of 
insulating material in a wagon,, carried a sprinkling can electri-
field by means of a wire leading to a static machine, "By 
means of this process, strange for the times, the good abbe 
Bertholon, who was considered son©thing of a sorcerer, obtained 
salades of an extraordinary size," 
Prior to 19Q0 many of the investigators on the subject of 
the electrical treatment of plants reported rather sensational 
Increases in plant growth and yields, but for the most part. 
>5<« 
their tests were limited in scope and obviously laoldng in 
exactness® In recent years inany phases of this problem have 
been studied by English, French, Finnish, German and Merican 
observers and scientific investigators, A mmiber have reported 
apparently significant increases in crop yields resulting from 
treatment with electric current, others have found little or 
no difference. Among these later trials,: which, in most 
instances, appear to have been conducted under carefully con­
trolled conditions, the majority show significant yield in­
creases for the electrical treatment. 
In the few esperinients where the effect of electric cur­
rent upon the physiologic functions of plants has been invest­
igated, the Insults obtained have failed to provide a satis­
factory explanation for yield differences. Until significant 
responses of plant functions to the influence of electric cur­
rent have been demonstrated It would seem that the whole matter 
of increased plant yields by such treatment must remain a de­
batable one. 
REVIEW OP LITERATDEE 
Pl^fcs are continually sul)jected to tlie influence of 
enviroimental conditions and forces^ and grovfth ia inaterially 
affected by many of these conditions^ if not hy all of idiem. 
Variations in temperatiire, humidity, or light are known to 
induce marked changes in character and rate of growth, 
IJatural Earth-Air Currents 
That plant life is surrounded in the atmosphere and in 
the soil by a continual play of electric currents haa been 
demonstrated by several investigators. Wilson (47) observed 
that on a clear day the ground is negatively charged while the 
lower atmosphere is positively charged,, and that iilae positive 
potential gradient increases with height at the rate of 100 
volts per meter. He found that in the upper atmosphere this 
rate of increase falls off until at something less than 10 
kiloEisters the potential has bacorae independent of the hei^t# 
The average current from the air to the earth in clear weather 
was found to be approxiroately 2,0 x 10-3-6 amperes per square 
centiiaeter# 
Yilllson observed that in Europe the potential gradient is 
highest in midwinter, about 160 volts per meter, and lowest in 
J7-
midstaBEaer, about 7G volts per mter. It is hl^er in Biidmorn-
ing and midafternoon than at other times of the day, lithia a 
fog the potential gradient may rise to seTeral times its normal 
value, also clouds of dust may produce large changes, the sign 
of the charge depending upon the nature of the dust. Clcmds 
other than rain clouds usually have little effect but i?ith. the 
formtion of the curaulo-nimhus a trery great increase in the po­
tential gradient may occur in a few minutes# 
Wilson further relates that during showers and thunder 
storms the charge at the ground may he either positive or nega­
tive, and changes sign frequently# At such times the vertical 
electric force often exceeds 10,000 volts per meter and the ex­
changes of electric charge between earth and air are mch larger 
than in fair weather. These changes oeeur not only as lij^tnlng 
discharges hut also "by means of (1) a continuous conduction cur­
rent hetv/eeh tiie thundercloud and the groa.nd and (S) small 
charges carried hy individual drops of rain. 
Simpson (40), la India;^; developed an Insfcnaaent fop measto?-, 
ing the electrical charge, of rain aiad made ohservatiGns from 
April to September for one year. Itoing this period, which is 
the rainy season in India,- 76*3, centimeters of rain fell* He 
summarizes his observations as follows.* (1) during.71 per cent, 
of the time that charged rain fell the sign was positive,^ (g) 
75 per cent of the electricity brought doura hy 'Bie rain tos 
positive, (3) li^t rain was more highly charged thaji heavy rain., 
(4) all rainfall ^ vhlch occurred at a greater rate than a milli­
-8-
meter In two miimtes \?ag positively cMrged, (5) the potential 
gradient was more often negative tha:n positive during a rain, 
(6) no relationship between ti® sign of the potential gradient 
and the sign of the electricity of the rain could "be detected, 
LemstroBi (27) calls attention to the rapid and succulent 
growtli of crop plants in the far north. He is not willing to 
ascribe this rapidity of growth entirely to the longer day but 
asserts that it must be at least partly due to the highly 
electrical state of the atmosphere ia the northern regions. In 
support of this view he states that in a study of sections of 
fir trees from different latitudes he has found a pronounced 
variation in periods of yearly growth which corresponds fully 
with the periods of the sun spots and the auroras. A comparison 
of sections of large trees from the polar regions of 67 degrees 
north latitude with sec1;ions of trees from a more southerly 
latitude of about 60 degrees shows that this periodic variation 
in yearly growth is nrach more proaouneed in the northern trees# 
He observes also that the fir trees, by reason of their poinited 
conforina.tion and needle-like leaves, are particularly adapted to 
act aa "the rriQans through which the electricity goes from the 
atmosphere into the earth or vice versa." Through experiments 
inade by himself during the Finnish International Polar Expedi­
tion of 1882-84 it was shown, Lemstrom asserts, that "Kot only 
do such electrical currents exist, but these currents were even 
meastJred by means of a specially constructed apparatus vdtii 
metallic points." 
Lund (28, 29) measured the relative potential of the 
grovdng points of the Douglas fir aiad found tliat -Sie apical 
leader of the fir had an ©lectric charge \7hich was positi'^e 
in sign (in the external circuit) when compared to any of 
the leaders on the side branches, He observed also that the 
growing tip of any lateral branch was positively charged in 
relation to the trunk at the base of the tree, Lund believes 
that "we Hiay speak of the apex of the main stem as exhibiting 
a positive electrical daHlnance ia th,e tree system", and that 
this correlation with growth dominance indicates a significant 
relationship between electrical potential and organic polarity• 
Monahan (34). reports the results of systematic observa­
tions concerning the -effect of trees •upon the potential grad­
ient of the air# He made dally readings from April 20 to 
November 1 with collectors and a Thompson, quadrant electro­
meter « A collector was placed in an. elm 40 feet above the 
ground somewhat above the widest spread of branches and anothe3?: 
at an equal hei^t ia the open air, $he average daily voltages 
by months was as follows (in each case the first figure is the 
voltage for the open air); April, 30,0««30,05 first half of Ifey, 
52.0-52,0; last half of lay,, 44.2-25,3; Jane, 38,0-21.2? July, 
37,3~18,0; August, 54,4-29,6j Sept, 57,0»34,5| first week of 
Oct, 48,0-40,8; last three weeks of Get, 19,0-.19.,0. The sign 
of the potential was negative throughout* It was noted that 
the potential was the same in the elm as in the open air until 
the middle of May when the tree came into full leaf. On August 
-IG-
1 a ftollectoi' was placed 12 feet above the ground near the top 
of a SHiall Norway spruce. Daily readings taken here showed 
that the potential ms very much lower tlian in the elm and the 
sign vas.3 nearly always positive# 
Crop Experiments Using Modified Atmospheric Potential 
In a few eases attempts have been made to intensify, vsrith-
in a definite area, the natural exchange of electric current 
between the earth and the atmosphere and to measure the effect 
on plant yields. Sanborn (39) buried wires 10 inches deep and 
three feet apart across a plot tv»'0 rods square and comieeted 
them at one end witii a copper brush mounted on a pole 20 feet 
high. Grops of TOrious kinds were planted ,171131 the rows running 
at right angles toV-the direction of the buried vdres and extend­
ing across an untreated plot also two rods square# Seed yields 
for the single year of the experiment on the treated plot, as 
compared to those on the untreated plot, ifere as follows: 
plus 67 per cent for oats'j plus 41 per cent for beans, and plus 
21 per cent for buckpjheat. Other crop yields on the treated 
plot were for potatoes pltts 10 per cent, for mangels, plug 52 
to 115 per cent, and for turnips minus 59 to plus 36 per cent. 
Apparently no attempt was made to measure the amount of electric 
current passing between the elevated copper brush and the ground 
wire,. 
l&anj years earlier Basty (l|f had used the buried wire and 
elevated discbarge points on his strawberry patch. On the 
"ll" 
treated area^ for one year, lie reported a yield 70 per cent 
greater than on the ttntreated area* Over a tivo-year period he 
obtained, on treated areas one to four square meters in size, 
increases of 10 to 20 per cent for such crops as potatoes, 
onions# peas, beans, beets aod tomatoes# Basty also investi­
gated the effect of what he cal^ "pstlto lightning rods." 
Although he does not describe these they apparently were pointed 
rods about one meter long. Baese were set upright in the ground 
with the pointed ends uppermost;! 16 rods in a plot, two meters 
square*- He reports increases, as a result of this installation 
of pointed rods, of more than 100 per cent for onions^ sphachj 
hemp,; and clover, and smaller increases for other crops* Basty 
used no replications but he apparently obtained rather con­
sistent increases throughout the range of crops tested# 
Stone (43) placed plate electrodes In the opposite ends 
of greenhouse flats filled with soil* One electrode was con­
nected to a copper brush 47 feet above -fche ground, the opposite 
electrode was grounded. 1 ooatinuous slight current was noted. 
Several tests with radishes, including 738 plants, resulted ia 
increased yields of tops and roots of 28 per cent. Eor lettue©. 
Increases of 59 per cent were obtained, 
Solly (42), experimental ehemist for the lorticultural 
Society of London, buried copper ^d.res four inches deep and. IS 
inches apart and connected them wl12i a copper bimsh S3 feet 
above the ground. Barley was seeded in rows, on© row along 
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side each strand aS -wire and at a corresponding rate in a near-
"by control plot# Hate aad vigor of growth were o'bse3?7©d through­
out the season but in tills test no differences could be noted, 
Grandeau (13)j, director of the Eastern Agronoiay Station 
in France, investigated the effect on vegetative growth of a re­
duced atmospheric potential. He grew eornj,, wheat,, and tobacco 
under wire cages grounded to destroy tiae normal electrlca.1 field® 
The cages, oonstrueted of iron ijjir© to form a mesh 10 by 15 
centimeters, were laS meters hi^ and of sufficient diameter to 
enclose the plants> On the basia of total green weights, i^th 
the controls taken at 100 per cent,, the plants enclosed by -bhe 
Cages made the following coiaparative growths tobacco 51 per cent, 
- corn 58 per cent, wheat 70 per cent, 1316: test Included; two 
plants of tobacco J two of corn and 12 of wheat* Gfrahdeau be­
lieved that the effect of trees upon vegetation gro\'dng nearby 
is of the sajne nature.. He reports that the potential gradient, 
as measured with a Thosapson electrcaaeter,, is raioh lower uMer 
tree a than in the open, 
Monahan (33) tested ths effect of electrically charged aif 
on the grovi1±. of plasts,. 5?vro lots of 100 seeds each of whit© 
clover^ onions, lettuce aud red clover .mre germinated in a 
tight glass ease four feet tlxpee inches, long^. two feet nine 
inches wide,: and two feet 11 inehes high, Mr in this case was 
kept moist by drippi^ water and charged every eight hours by a 
Holtz machine, The charge obtained was sufficient to cause a 
slight deflectioa^ in a Thompson quadrant, electrometer, k aimi-
lar enclosed case was set up for tlie eontrola. For the lots 
tested loBahan obtained an acceleration of gerraination. of 55,4 
per cOBt after 48 hourg^ 23»1 per cent after 72 hoxirs, and 
17frll per cent after 90 hotirs. He reports that the growth of 
tomato plants, corn cotyledonsp and hread molds was stifflulated 
hy charges of slight Intensity* In his v/ork the following 
year Monahan (34) ciiarged the cases once each day with currents 
of 140 to 160 volts,. The charge was maintained hut a few seconds 
and practically disappdar'ed from the air in 15 minutes, After 
charging, the cases were kept closed for four hours and then, 
opened for the remainli^ 26 hoxirs. A con^arison including 586 
radish plants showed a gain in wei^t for the treatment of 
49*55 per cent for the tops and 51,62 per cent for the roots. 
Treatment of <jrops by means of an overhead wire network,., 
highly char gad j: has been tested hy several investigators, In 
all cases th© net^fork ms supported oh insulated pasts sd that 
the discharge could reach the plants and the earth ortly through 
the atmosphere, 
Lemstrom (27) conducted tests of this sort on 10' different 
fie Ids in as many yeara* So apply the current for idae overhead 
wires he used a static machino connected at one post •with the 
wires and: at the other with the ground, ^Che areas subjected to 
this sort of ti'Qstment were but a few square meters. In nearly 
all cases the e-urrent was applied through most of the growing 
season except during rainy spells or during the hot pai^t of 
the day. He ohserved that treatment during times of h^)t,, bright 
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suiaahiae tos apt to be inj'urious« Later investigators have 
olDtainecl similar results in this respect, fliis injurious re-
s\ilt indicates that with his equipment he was aisle to supply 
current enough to appreciably affect atmospheric conditions. 
Leffistroffi included in his ejcperiments many kinds of garden aM 
field crops and reports Increases of approxisriately 45 per cent 
as an a-u'erag© for all tests* 
With reference to the sometis^s injurious effect of the 
overhead electrical discharge Priestley (37), botanist at the 
University of Bristol and later with the University of Leeds, . 
concluded from his sfeidy of several groups of experimental data 
that treated plants give off wa.ter more rapidly timn untreated 
ones. He based this conclusion on the fact that in the data 
studied, plant yields on the treated areas failed to be greater 
thto those on the controls only in dry seasons, and in seasons 
of extreme drouth were distinctly less than those of the 
controls. 
English investigators have been mch Interested in tlas 
treatment of crops by electricity, especially by means of the 
overhead network, and liave conducted a mmiber of ratiier elaborate 
tests. Most of this work was done over the period from 1906 
to 1924* Kevmn (35) at Evesham placed wires 15 feet "above the 
ground and 10 feet apart each way and charged them with a po­
tential of 50,000 to 76,000 volts. He reports a 21 per cent 
increase in the yield of -wheat on three fields over a seven 
-15« 
year period* Iiicreased yields for the treatrasafc vrere obtained 
every year except during the dry season of 1908, Heiman, in 
cooperation with Sir Oliver Lodge, worked out the details of the 
necessary electrical equipB^nt and arrangement and sine© that 
time the setup has been knoTOi as the Lodge-Seismmn apparatus. 
About that time lewman was installed as the general mamger of 
the Agricultural Electrical Discharge Co, Ltd, 
Blacioiaan (2) sumsnarises the results of 18 field experi­
ments over a period of six years. Of these tests 14 resulted 
in increased yields for the electrical treatment. His report 
includes the result of a three year experiment at the Rotham-
sted experiment station*. Here he used a current of one milliampere 
at 50 J GOO volts per acre, six hours a day for six months, and 
obtained increased yields for barley of 10 to 36 per cent and 
for clover hay of S4 to 50 per cent,; Dudgeon (9) in a test 
with four varieties of potatoes on eight acres applied current 
for 41S hours during one season. She reports increases for 
the treatment rangii^ from el^t to 57 per cent, 
Jorgensen and Priestley (17) studied the distribution of 
the overhead electrical discharge in connection with the Lodge-
Hewman apparatus, 'Ihey found that (l) strength of discharges 
vaa^ied as the tdnd velocity,: with other factors probable, (2) 
maximum current density was of the order aii^eres per 
square centimeter,. (3) effect of tb,© discharge was not limited 
to the area under the wlree. They suggested that iiie use of a 
screen 'between tlie treated area aM tlie control migiit "be of 
some help in preventing electrical cJrift. Jorgensen (16) dis-
ctisses an experiment of Has Dudgeon's, carried on in 1915, in 
wMch she used a wire drift screen as previously suggested iij 
Priestley and himself* A grouiaded wire screen extending tliree 
feet above the charged network was installed between the con­
trol and the treated area. Mgs Dudgeon^s data, as given by 
Jorgensen, show> f or oats, an increased yield on the treated 
plot of 30 per cent for the grain and 58 per cent for the straw. 
Electrometer readings showed some lealcage past the screen# 
Hendrick (14), at Aberdeen University, used the Lodge-HeTisriiaan 
setup with the vdre drift screen, A three year test with oats, 
"barley, hay, potatoes, turnips, and swedes showed no consistent 
effects on yields resulting frosa the electrical trea-toent# 
Blaclanan and Legge (3) conducted pot tests with several 
crops in the greenhouse and the open for four years, using the 
overhead discharge. Increased yields *^ere obtained with 23 of 
the 28 sets of pots, A current of 0»1 times 10""^® amperes per 
plant was as effective as higher currents and less liable to 
be injurious. Currents of 1,0 times 10-8 amperes and higher 
were definitely harmful. 
In contrast to the generally favorable reports from England, 
Erance and Finlaiid, concerning the use of the overhead network, 
are the results of tests conducted in the United States and 
Germany, Briggs et al (5) conducted ezperiments ?/itii a hi^y 
charged netevork for eigjht years at the Arlington Farm using an 
experimental procedure similar to tiiat employed in the English 
trials, Orops tested incliJded winter wheat, Tsvlnter rye, corn, 
and soyljeans. Data presented in their report show that the 
y3.elds for the treatments varied both above and below those 
for the controls J and ISiat the variations appear to be -well 
within the limits of experimental error, Kuhn (22), in a test 
in Germany J. treated eight crops, including four Mnds of small 
grain. 1316 overhead network was placed five meters from the 
grou.nd and charged with a current of one to two xnilliamperea 
at 100,000 voltse From the results obtained at the end of on© 
year Kuhn concluded that the electrical treatment was of no 
value, 
Gerlach and Erlwein (12), at Mocheln,. treated oats with 
high tension current applied with overhead network, The treat­
ment was continued 24 hours a day for 45 days on tlipee plots, 
one of 6130 square meters in area, the other two each 3068 square 
meters, The season became quite dry and portions of the treated 
and control areas were irrigated. On the treated plots which 
were not Irrigated the yields were somewhat leas than on the 
corresponding control area, but othenfise the yields were not 
appreciably affected by the treatment* 
In experiments conducted in the biophysical laboratory at 
Washihgton, D, -0,, Collins et al (8) treated seedling grain 
plants Tffith a high voltage di3?ect current of 10"^ amperes per 
plant, disch^ged from an overhead aetirork. The current was 
measured ?dth a sensitive galvanometer and maintained constant 
within a narrow range, Bi© light intens 1 It and amount of water 
supplied were carefiillj equalized, llie teat conducted d-aring 
the winter of 1924-25 Incltided 48 flats of corn and 24 flats of 
harlsy and of these numbers one-half were used as controls. 
Each flat contained 100 seedlings* "Two flats, one treatment and 
one control, were run at a time. In scMe cases the treatment 
was applied only dijring the daj^ in others only during the 
night, and in still otiiers it was applied continuously. Only 
in the case of the ni^t treatment of corn were significant 
increases obtained. The measTJre used was the final mean height 
of the seedlings per flat, 
Hie folloMd-ng year the test was repeated, rmning two 
treatments and two controls simltaneously, ^e boxes ware 
placed on a rotating platfo3?2a and watered only at the beginning 
of the test. The current was applied for from six to ten days 
and the test was concluded in two TOeks after the seeds were 
plaated. This year Increases in elongation were determined, 
The authors conclude that differences due to more rapid loss 
of water in certain boxes were greater than differences due to 
treatment. In 1927-28 six flats were started at a time and 
the four with the most uniform seedlings were chosen for tlie 
test. The two flats appearing to be the most nearly equal were 
paired and the treatment applied to one of the pairs chosen at 
random. This procedure was repeated five times. To determine -
the amount of growth green weights iwere used, cutting all plants 
in a row simultaneously and placing at once In a closed weigh­
-19-
ing can. The fiifferenees in groMrbh obtainedwere not signifi­
cant# Fo.f one set of flats, two received a comparatively 
strong current of 75.0 x 10~® amperes* Here again treated and 
control plants made practically the same gains. 
Crop Experiments Using Soil Electrodes 
The effect, upon plant grovrth, of electricity applied 
through the soil has been studied in a group of tests char­
acterized by the use of plate electrodes placed one at each 
end of the seedhed. The current used in these tests must 
pass through the trial plots from one electrode to the other. 
Ross (38) in 1844 buried a copper plate five feet long 
and 14 inches wide across the ends of three rows of potatoes 
and a zinc plate of equal size across the other ends 100 feet 
distant, and connected the plates by means of a copper wire 
laid on the surface of the ground. On July 2 the treated 
potatoes lyere reported to be about inches in diameter wMle 
those not treated were approxiffla.tely the size of marroirfat 
peas. The total weights at harvest apparently were not de­
termined. A year later Solly (42) planted 140 small plots to 
grains, legumes, flowers, and vegetables. In each of 70 of 
these plots copper and zinc plates four by fi^ Inches in 
dimensions •were placed five inches apart and connected above 
ground by copper wire. Prom notes made on rate of germination 
-.20~ 
and oomparatiTC •'/Igor bs concluded that the treatiaent vra.s bene­
ficial in 17 cases, harmful in 18, and of no effect in tiie re­
maining 35 oases. 
HoMefleiss (l5) treated sugarbeets and potatoes in the 
fieldg selecting areas where the stands were good, "Ewo copper 
plates, 50 by 80 centimeters in size, irere sunls: vertically in 
the soil to a depth of 50 centimeters across the opposite ends 
of two roTsrs 56 meters longe plates were connected to the 
poles of a 14 cell Meidinger battery. In the same fields cir­
cuits without battery were set up. In these installations 
copper and zine electrodes were buried at the ends of rows so 
that a distance of S3 meters separated the plates of the pair. 
Each set of electrodes was connected above ground by a copper 
v;ire« The results obtained were suimnarized as follows: (1) 
an electric current existed on all treated plots throu^out 
the test, (2) the crops subjected to the current froa the 
b0tery showed mo effect either In growth or yield, (3) both 
the sugar beets aid the potatoes subjected to the current pro­
vided by the copper zinc combinations showed increased vigor 
within 10 days after the beginning of the experiment and in­
creased yields of 15 to 24 per cent, 
Wollny (48, 49) laid out five plats, eacli four meters 
long by on© rueter wide, separated from each other by paths 1»2 
meters wide and also by boards sunk 25 centimeters in the 
grouM* Oil plats 1 to 3 a zine plate was sxink along each side 
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and opposite plates conneeted as follows; plat 1 with an in­
duction coil operated "by three Ifeidinger cells, plat 2 with 
a battery of six Meidinger cells, and plat 3 with a "oattery of 
three Meidinger cells. On plat 4 a zinc plate was stink along 
one side and a copper plate along the other and these connected 
"by a copper wire above ground. Plat 5 ims used as the control# 
Currents in the first three plats were jaeasured frequently by 
means of a galvanometer and laaintained at fairly constant 
strength by renewing the batteries every three or four weeks. 
In plat 4 the current was very weaii. Of the four square meters 
in each plat one square meter each was planted to sumer rye,; 
suamer rape, beans and |)otatoes» The above described tests 
were conducted in 1883 and repeated on a somewhat more extensive 
scale in 1886 to 1887. All plats were harvested and the yields 
determined. Wollny concludes (1) that the variations in yields 
were such as to indicate that the effect of the treatment isras 
negligible, (S) the stronger currents might possibly have been 
haiTnful, (3) there was a alight indication that the extremely 
weak cuj?rent of the copper zinc combination might have been 
beneficial,. 
Leicester (25) used flats of soil three feet long and 
equipped a number of them with lihe copper zinc combination. 
In germination, trials with several kinds of seeds he noted in 
every instance a more rapid germinatioii in the treated flats. 
Watering with a little very dilute acetic acid increased the 
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rat« of germination in the treated flats but did not affect 
those not tx'eated. 
In work carried on at Bromberg, Serlach and Erlwein (12) 
treated crops with electric current applied tlirough the soil, 
The field selected for the experiment v/as divided into seven 
plots of 200 square meters each and each plot was planted half 
to barley and half to potatoes^ Tbe three plots to be treated 
were prov-ided with iron plates 20 meters long by 30 centimeters 
wide and two centimeters thick, sxink in the soil along both 
sides and charged with current from a nearby electric railway. 
The current at the plots averaged from 0,2 to 0,4 amperes v/ith 
a potential of six volts and was applied 24 hours a day from 
planting to harvest. Yields obtained varied in such S manner 
as to lead the authors to conclude that the electrical toeatment 
had no effect, 
Kovessi (21) in 1907-08 conducted Biore than HOC tests 
vdth many kinds of herbaceous sxd woody plants. He used porcelain 
vessels, each equipped with tv/o platinum electrodes b\n?ied in 
the soil at opposite ends of the vessel. Currents of varying 
intensities and potentials were provided by Bieidinger piles, 
thermo-electric piles,, and dynaiao electric machines. In general 
the effect upon germination and growth was decidedly harmful# 
Seed in the vicinity of the electrodes germinated weakly or not 
at all. Results varied with current intensity and potential 
but were aliTOys more or less negative, 
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Using e-urrents of low intensities, applied by Eieans: of. 
electrodes btiried in tlie soil. Stone (43) treated large numbers 
of radish and lettuee plants, A total of 4671 plants were in­
cluded in the comparison. She amounts of current used in the 
different testa ranged from 0,2 to 0,4 milliaiaperes# fotal 
gains of tops and roots for treated plants compared to controls 
were as follows?' with a weak direct current radishes gained 
23«67 per cent, lettuce 28,78 per cent; with a direct current • 
twice as strong radishes gained 34,26 per cent, lettuce 40,76 
per cent J with a copper zinc ccmbination providing 0,214 mil-
liamperes radishes gained 58«56 per cent, lettuce 36,48 per 
cent, ^h© tests with lettuce included only plants which had 
heen transplanted# 
Electric^ treatment of Seed and Seedlings 
Unnej (18) studied tlae rate of growth of the root-
sprouts of electrically treated seedlings, Glass funnels were 
filled nearly full of wet sand packed between two copper plate 
electrodes, G-erminated horse "beans were placed on the upper 
surface of the sand and the upper and larger copper plate vms 
pressed down upon them, Ehis plate had 12 perforations and 
was placed so tlmt the stem sprouts grew upward throu^ the 
holes, Kie horse beans, which had radicles two inches long at 
the beginning of the test, were treated hourly for 30 seconds 
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v/ifeh a current of two or tl:)i'ee volts. The radicles could be 
observed clearly against the inner surface of the funnel and 
the growth in length was measured at intervals of 12 hours. 
Compared to the grovfth of the radicles of untreated beans 
in a similar container, the growth of the treated beans, 
measured in four succesaive 12 hour periods, was greater by 
the following per centsi 19.00, 44.95, 4S.13, 39,47, in the 
order given. 
Blackiaan et al (4) studied the effect of a very weak 
current on the rate of growth of the coleoptlle of barley. A 
direct positive current of the order of 0.5 s 10""^® amperes 
was applied to the coleoptilos by means of a discharge point 
two centimeters removed. Jhe roots of the barley seedlings 
were in nutrient solution. An increased rate of growth was 
observed, as followss four per cent the first hour of treat­
ment, five per centi the third hour, and twelve per cent the 
fifth hour. The increased growth of twelve per cent obtained 
during the fifth hour was assumed to show after effect as the 
treatment had been discontinued piSor to that time. 
Considerable interest has been latanifesfeed in the effect 
of electrical treatment of seed upon germination and subse­
quent growth. Kinney (18) treated seeds of several crops 
with currents of voltages varying from a small fraction of a 
volt to ten or 12 volts. He concluded tliat the optimuBi cur­
rent for the method used was approxiiaately three volts. The 
moist seed was pressed in a ^ass cylinder between two plate 
electrodes, electrified for not more than five juinutes, and 
then placed in a germinator* His s-uamaries show that t^ae rate 
of gerBiination was accelerated, sometimes ajs aaich. as 20 per 
centj toy the optiiHuus -breafecient and the early growth of the 
radicles considerably stimilated. He observed, however, that 
the beneficial effect on growth of the sprouts appeared to be 
temporary as untreated plants tended to catch up vdth those 
treated# 
Leighty and Taylor (26) presoaked wheat for two houra 
in a 3,5 per cent salt solution and then applied current for 
three and one-half houra at the rate of eight vfatts per gallon* 
Treatment was applied in a ^erooden taiik vdth a sheet iron 
electrode at each end. The control lots were handled as fol--
loxvs; one lot soaked in salt solution for five and one-lialf 
hours, one lot soaked in tap water for five and one-half 
hours, and one lot dry. After treatment all lots were spread 
to dry in a greenhcuse for two days, then seeded. One-fortieth 
acre plots were seeded at the rate of seven pecks for the 
soaked lots and six pecks for the dry lot. Yield averages for 
two years, with three replications for one year and five for 
the second year, were as follows: electrically treated 27.0 
bushels of grain and 3,884 pounds of straw| soaked in salt 
/ 
/ 
solution without electric treatment 2§,Q bushels and 3,631 
poundsj soaked in water 26.5 bushels and 3,573 poundsj dry lot 
28»1 bushels and 3,829 pounds. In at least one year of the 
test the lot soaked in salt solution, without electric treat~ 
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menfc germinated quite slowly and showed reduced vigor for some 
time after sovjing. 
Lee (23J 24), of tbe department of Physics at Manitoba 
Agricultural College, tested the effect of electrical seed 
treatment, lore than 150 trials were made involving tests of 
different solutions and different aaounts and intensities of 
current, and the most favorable laeiiiiod deterniined. In 1919 
yields were obtained with Marquis seed v/heat treated by this 
method (not described by tiie author) • Yields of grain and 
strav; from the treated seed ?;©re 18 bushels and 4800 pounds, 
from the untreated 14| bushels aod 4,266 pounds® Tlie report 
states that towards maturity the treated plot shoiaed a slightly 
ranker growth. 
In tests to determine the possible effect of electric 
currents upon germination, I'flieelock (46) treated corn and 
durum wheat with currents of 0,5 ampers^ 1,5 amperes, 2 amperes 
and 3 amperes, for periods varyirsg from 30 minutes to five 
hours. In gallon clay jars filled with tap water a metal plate 
was placed in the bottom and another suspended in tiie water 
near the top of the jar. These elecerodes were charged wiidi 
a 110 volt direct current, She seed was iimiiersed in the 
cliarged water and a portion removed every 30 minutes. Controls 
vmre soaked but not electrically treated,, After Uio treatment 
all lots were dried, and following an interval of 18 days, 
were planted in pots in the greeniiouae. With the 32 lota of 
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corn arid. 28 ^ ots of wheat no consistent differences in, gerinina-
tlon ccmld be observed, In a second series of tests corn and 
diirxim v;h.eat veve planted 14 ho-urs after treatment,, vdtli resialts 
similsj? to those obtained previously. 
Studies of the Physiologic Response of Plants 
In the experiments described on the preceding pages 
interest has centered chiefly in the effect of electric cur­
rent on the rate of grov'/tii and yield of tiie plants under observa­
tion, Even by those \vho claim to have stimulated plant grov/th, 
but little systematic effort has been inade to discover the 
physiological basis of plant behavior when so treated. Koern-
iclce (20), in an esperiiaent conducted at the Agricultural Col­
lege of Bonn-Poppelsdorf, demonstrates the stimulatiag effect 
of electric current and presents an explanation of the physiolog­
ical response to the treatment, la this test highly ionized 
air, obtained by the spark discharge of a high tension current 
in a closed tube, from whica the objectionable ozone had been 
removed,. was led to the experiaiental plants* These plants, 
Phaseolus multiflorus» stood in a large, closed glass vessel 
so that they greiff in constantly renewed, ionised air» de­
gree of ionization of the air in the plant ciiaaiber v/as regular­
ly measured. Treated plants shov/ed considerable increased 
grovrbh in comparison to the control plants. In many cases they 
produded leaves with four leaflets instead of the three isrhich 
••28 "• 
are cMracterlstic of the heaii. Determinations of the transplra-
tioa rate showed that the treated plants transpired 1^554 grams 
and the controls 1,299 grama of v/ater per square centimeter of 
leaf sTipface in five days. To indicate the assimilation rate 
of earhon and nitrogen, jajeasxjrements were made of leaf area and 
dry weight® Mter 3-| "weelis of treatment 35 control plants h-ad 
a total leaf area of 741,37 square centimeters, as compared to 
an area of 1431*32 square centiaieters for 35 treated plants# 
The total dry weight of 31 control plants was 19,057 grams, 
while for 31 treated plants it was 33^655 grams# On the assump­
tion that the comparative use of mtrient salts should he indi" 
cated "by the pE change of the nutrient solutions in which the 
esperlKffintal plants were grov?n, determinations of pH were made 
at the beginning and at the end of the trial period® The pH 
at the beginning of the test for both lots was 7,05 vjhile at 
the end it was 6,7 for tiie controls and 6,5 for the treatments, 
Enight and Priestley (19) measured the respiration of 
germinating iueeds and of seedlings under various electrical 
conditions. Seeds of peas, which iiad been soaked 24 hours and 
then placed under a bell jar with controlled temperatures, were 
treated with a low voltage direct current of from 1,0 s 10"^ 
to I9O s lO"^ amperes. Ho measarable effect on -the formation 
of carbon dioxide ms obtained. Since tiie resistance of the 
peas was considerably greater than that of water, they con-
cliided that most of the current muist have traversed the water 
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films rather than the pea3» In further trials \d.th peas, 
Brussels sprouts, v/hsat and rye, high tension ciarrents of 3,0 x 
10"® amperes vfere tised for germinating seeds and of 1,0 s: 10"® 
amperes for seedlings. Ho increases in respiration for the 
treatments could be detected. 
In an attempted ejqjlanation of the effect of electric 
current upon plant processes Marinesco (SO) states, in sub­
stance, that the application of sui electromotive force to the 
ends of a bundle of capillary tubes plunged into an electro­
lytic solution induces a displacement of liquid tbroiigh all 
the tubes. Conversely, an ionic solution forced through the 
tubes produces at their ends an electromotive force, These 
phenomena, perfectly reversible, have been called the electri­
fication of contact. According to Solly (42) this relation­
ship of physical forces vms observed as early as 1745 by Boze, 
professor of physics at Witteraberg, and verified by Hollet 
in 1746. flarinesco (30,31) compares the ligneous vessels of 
plants to the above mentioned capillaries. He states that 
in plants the descending flow of sap is much inferior to the 
ascending, as the latter includes transpiration, and the 
relative difference in electromotive force may be measured by 
the potentiometer. He calls this difference "The potential of 
filtoatioa," Various plants, including the geranium, were 
tested by placing two platinum points, one in the root and one 
in the stem,, two centimeters above the soil and a difference 
of potential was observed of sometimes more tMn 0,4 volt» 
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Tlie roots were al\mys positive to tlB stem* He concludes that 
this difference of potential may he used as a measure of the 
comparative rate of upward flow of the sap and that, conversely, 
an applied difference of potential should affect sap flo\v» 
In the article of July 11, 1932 Marinesco (S2) describes 
the following experiiaent. Metal plates were placed, plate A 
above the top and plate B below the roots of a potted geranitua, 
and connected to a battery and rheostat# PlatiniM points con­
nected to a potentiometer were inserted in the stem and root 
as described above, 'The effect of vailing degrees of charge 
upon the nietal plates \ms observed by means of the potentiometer 
readings and recorded as the potential of filtration, liilhen the 
difference of potential between the two plates ®as zero the 
potential of filtration, designated "The Pf", equalled X)10 
volt. As tlae electric field between plates A and B -was intensi"-
fied the Pf Increased, becoming 20,0 x ,010 volts at a charge 
of 70 volts per square centimeter, lilhen plate A -sfas charged 
negatively in relation to B conditions were reversed, A 
negative charge of five volts resulted in a potent!osieter read­
ing of 3ero and was therefore assumed to stop the flow of sap, 
A stronger negative charge resulted in a negative Pf and on 
the same basis wag assumed to have caused a reversal of tihe 
noriiml relation between the upv;ard and the downward moveinent 
of the pl^nt fluids. 
G-elfan (11) In California, studied the electrical con­
ductivity of the protoplasm of &e plant Mitella, Using very 
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small electrode points, which, coixld be inserted in a single 
plant cell without killing it, he applied current from a drj 
cell, 'Rils currentj, which was assumed to be very small be­
cause of the resistance of the small points, had no observable 
effect upon the protoplasm. With larger electrodes and stronger 
currents, the protoplasmic streaming stopped when the circuit 
was closed but when the cttrrent was shut off, the streaniing 
resumed in approximately two minutes. He observed that the 
cessation of streaming appeared to be due to a thickening of 
the protoplasm and that the mere insertion of the electrodes 
was apt to cause it. With the use of still stronger currents 
streaming was not resumed. In this study the conductivity of 
the protoplasm and of the vacuolar cell sap appeared to be 
equivalent to tiiat of a 0,04 normal and a 0,07 normal KCl solu~ 
tion,- respectively. 
Plowman (36),. at Harvard University, as the result of 
studies of the electromotive force in plants, concluded that 
the spreading of an electric current to all parts of a leaf 
through which It is flowing, and the distribution of the reac­
tion cwrent which follows, Is precisely analogous to glmilar 
phenomena iii non-living bodies. He passed three volts for 
one second through a roll of filter paper saturated with solu­
tions of various salts and noted the reaction current with a 
galvanometer. In each case results were very similar to those 
obtained with various plants. He found, also, that the plants 
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tested Md a normal electric ciirrent and that this current 
ml^t "be reduced temporarily. 
Effect of Electric Ourreat Upon Soil licro-orgaxiisms 
1h.e direct relationship "betiseen. the producing power of 
the soil and the numbers and activity of soil hacteria is a 
matter of record, Waksman (45) observed with soil samples 
taken from field plots that had "been subjected for many years 
to various fertilizer treatments and cropping systems tMt 
the nmtiber of soil micro organisms ran nearly parallel to the 
productive ability of the particular type of soil, Brovra (6) 
made an extensive series of laboratory tests •with field soils 
to determine the relation between productive ability and the 
bacterial activity within the soil. The results obtained 
"Permit of the tentative conclusion that bacterial activities 
involved in the traBs£>rmatioii of nitrogenous organic material 
in the soil bear a very close relationship to the actual crop 
yields secured on the same soils." 
The possible effect of electric current upon bacterial 
organisms was investigated by Wollny (48) and Stone (44), 
Wollnyj> in his experiments •with arable soil, placed tiie samples 
in U shaped stoppered glass tubes equipped with copper plate 
electrodes in such a manner that an electrode pressed upon the 
surface of the soil in each arm of the tube. Insulated vdres 
led from the electrodes to the source of the electric ciirrent. 
Each tube had suitable outlets so that the accumulated carbon 
diojcide coiild be witMrawa and tlie amomts determined. Controls 
were imde in tlae same aaimer but without the electrodes. Treat-
menta were contimed without interruption for eight days and 
deterainations aade at 24 hotir intervals. In one test the 
saittDles were made up of 30 grams of water and 250 grsms of soil. 
The results expressed as daily averages in volumes of carbonic 
acid in 1000 grains of soil air were as follows: control, 15,54 
volumes J induction current from S Meidinger cells, 15.60 
volumegj current direct from 2 cells, 14.56 voluiaesj' from one 
cell, 15.89 volumes. In another test 50 grams of water were 
added to each 250 gram sa2g)le of soil and lauch stronger currents 
used. Treatments and results were as follows: eontrolSj 12.45 
volumes I induction current from 6 cella,, 11632 volumesi current 
direct from 5 cells, 11.88 volumes. Wollny concluded that the 
effect of electric current upon the soil, as measured by the 
production of carbon dioxide, was not beneficial. 
Stone in his experiments on the influence of electricity 
on bacteria in soils used wooden boxes &c8x8 inches, inside 
measurements, filled with a fairly good loam soil, "In the 
box electrically treated were placed copper and zine electrodes, 
each being 8x8 inches in size, and to these were soldered cop­
per wires which were connected, thus forming with the soil a 
galvanic cell which furnishes a small current approximating 
the optinom." Stone, in Ms tests with bacteria in contaminated, 
water, iiad previ ously determined this optiisum strength to b© 
about 0«1 milliamperes. "Hie percentage of water in the soil 
in eacli box was accta?ately determined at the "beginning of the 
experiment, and this same percentage maintained tliroughont by 
adding sterilized distil3ed water. "She caltnres were plated 
in agar-agar and the usiiai dilution, methods followed. Soil in 
the boxes was not stirred and the surfaoe became more or less 
compacted by constant watering#" T\sro tests V7ere conducted, es~ 
periment i^o. 1 from Jiily 13 to August 11 and experimenij l?o# 2 
from September 14 to October IS, In the first experiment tlie 
bacterial count per gram of soil for the control •aras 33,470,000 
and for the treated soil 37 >950,000j tv/o weeks later 28,777,000 
and 32,863,000| and at the end of the test the count for the 
control was 19,294,000 and for the treated soil 35,000,000, 
In the second esperiHisnt the bacterial count at the beginning 
for the control was 38^047,000 and for the treatment 37,670,000| 
at the end of the test a month later the counts "were 18,720^000 
and 26,384j000^ respectively. 
In a second series of experiments Stone used th© same 
soil-filled boxes but treated one by running 12 wires into the 
soil from a metal bulb Tirhich was given 100 sparks from a 
Topler-Holtz machine once a week. In these tests the soil was 
frequently stirred and the first bacterial counts were made wiiih 
samples of soil taken a few days after electrical treatment. 
Bacterial counts for the control and for the treatment were as 
follows! July 21 control 1|.097,:000 per gram., treatment 
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4,506^000; July 31 eoafcrol 960,000, treatment 15,208,000j 
Augtist 7 control 1,960,000^ treatment 27,756,000# 
In tests with sewerage contaminated water and with 3ailkj 
Stone found that a very xfeak current of alaoTit 0,1 to 0,3 
milliamperes increased the baeterial cotints over the controls 
as mch as 10 to 20 tiises with the water, and vdth the milk 
as amch as 40 to 60 times# V/ith the aiilk the above increases 
were obtained hy treatments of but 24 to 27 hours. In all 
cases the baeterial numbers given in this and in the preceding 
paragraphs were averages of counts mde on tliree or foiar 
plates. 
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FDRPOSE OF THE HHES^IGATIOM 
General Stafcement 
A study of previous investigations indicates that the 
problem of the possible effects of electric current upon 
plant growth may be divided into the following phases: 
(1) the determination of the relationship betvreen electric 
currents and plant growth; (2) the amoimt of current for 
greatest stiMilus, assuming that a stimulating effect exists; 
(3) the character of plant response and the underlying 
causes; and (4) the most effective method of applying treat­
ment, Metiiods of treatment previously studied may be grouped 
as folloairs j (1) application to the root areas by means of 
underground wires or by plate electrodes; and (2) applica­
tion to tlB atmosphere and to the plants themselves by means 
of overhead networlfe« 
In spite of a very considerable body of evidence to 
the effect that electric currents do stinnilate the groi?th 
of plants there is still a real doubt in the jainds of many 
as to the reliability of such results. This scepticism is 
based partly on the fact that a manber of investigators 
have failed to obtain significantly increased yields with 
the treatments, and partly on the lack of definite evidence 
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ooncernlng fclie character of plant response and the -underly­
ing causes. Also, it is believed that at least one of the 
methods used, ise,, that of applying electric current hy 
means of the overhead network, is so expensive and incon­
venient as to be \vlthout practical valtte« 
The universal existence of electrical phenomena in 
nature has led a nrnriber of scientists and lajmen to helieTO 
that such phenomena may have a significant role in connection 
vd-th plant growth, and that an •understanding of this role, 
if one exists, might well aid in the interpretation of some 
of the facts of plant behavior. Because of the apparent im­
portance of such a possibility, and because of the lack of 
agreement which exists with respect to the interpretation 
of results obtained in past experiments, it has been deemed 
desirable to conduct further trials. !Ehe methods used and 
the results obtained in field and laboratory at Iowa State 
College ¥lll be presented in the following pages# 
Problems Investigated 
In outlining the present experiments it seemed logical 
to use electric currents simiiar in intensity and aiaount to 
those existing in nature during moderate weather, and to 
apply them by the simplest method which, in past trials, had 
given reasonable promise of being effective. Such conditions. 
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i.e., weak continuous currents and simplicity, seemed best 
fulfilled by those methods which apply electric charges to 
the root areas. It ivas decided, therefore,, to study the 
effect on plant growtii of sli^t electric currents applied 
to the root areas by means of underground iivires and by plate 
electrodes. This plan of using sli^t currents was followed 
throu^out with the single exception of a limited greenhouse 
study of the effect of high voltages on oats« Results ob­
tained were to be Bieasured in tlB form of plant yields and 
analyses. As the experiment progressed, it appeared de­
sirable to Investigate the effect of electric current upon 
the activity of soil organisms, and this phase was studied in 
some detail, The following experimental trials and data 
obtained are submitted as a contribution to a more complete 




Utilization of Atmospheric Eleotrlcitj 
Methods 
The experiment utilizing atmospheric ©lectricity was 
cond-ucted at the Agronomy Farm for three years, 1930-32 • 
A level area approximately 150 "by 166 feet in dimensions, 
of apparently fairly unifom soil was used as a teat plot. 
The field had been in corn in 1929. In late April,^ 1930, 
after the corn stubs and other trash had been removed and 
the ground plowed, the underground vrlring was installBd and 
the collector heads were set up. Seven strand, lo, 22 cop­
per radio cable was laid entirely across "Sie plot in a 
direction parallel to the Diagnetic axis of the earth and 
approxiiaately 12 inches below the .surface. Four lines were 
laid 30 feet apart,, one for each of four treatments^ and 
three lines four feet apart for the fifth treatment, llie 
wire laying was accomplished by opening a furrow with a 
coimnon moldboard ploxv,. returning in the same furrow vdth the 
plow, and then scooping out the loose dirt with a shovel to 
a depth of eight inches. A Td.re laying device developed 
by G» Vincent of Omaha was attached to the middle shovel of 
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a one horse garden cultivator arsi the cable laid to a depth 
of four inches In the bottom of the open furro^va. These fur~ 
rows were then refilled so that the ground was once Kiore 
level. Similar furrows -srithout cables were opened and re­
filled at points midway between each of the iidre lines to 
insure the same degree of tillage in the controls as in the 
treated plots. 
On the basis of the cable arrangement described above, 
the experiniental field was divided into five treated plots 
extending north and south, each 12 feet in width and placed 
so that one of the buried copper cables extended, exactly 
beneath its middle. Six control plots of like width were 
located, one between each t?;o of the treatments and one out­
side of each of the two outer treatments# ®ie 11 experi­
mental areas were separated by border plots three feet wide. 
The apparatus u^ed for collecting the charge from iihe 
atittosphere consisted of one original Christofleau (7) apparatus 
and four variations, three of the Vincent type and one of our 
own, 'Biese were essentially brushes of wires oa an iron 
standard^ the brushes containing from 18 to 27 wires, She 
wires varied in length from approximately six inches to 18 
inches ard were so arranged on the standard that the tops of 
tJie wires were abaat even, ^h© diaaieters of tiie brushes 
varied from eight to foiirteen inehes. Our design was slightly 
different, consisting of six brass bars 18 inches long, 
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radiabiisg from a central plate aud. carrying several coppea? 
vdres projecting upward. The three types of hrushes used are 
illustrated in Figure 1. All heads were mounted 20 feet 
ahove the ground surface on 4"3c4" timbers "bolted to posts 
set solidly in the ground. Each head and its coniiectiiig 
wire I/as insulated from the supporting timber and attached 
to the south end of one of the underground cables, I'he poles 
carrying the collector heads -svere erected along the south 
side of the plot about IOTO feet inside a v;oven wire fence. 
There were several tall soft maples vdthin 160 feet of the 
elevated brushes but at this distance it was thought that 
they would not roaterially affect the results» A cinder road 
ran along the south side of the plot# 
In order to measure at vai^ious times the charges col­
lected by the different heads a set of lead vfires mounted on 
insulators were set up along the line of supporting poles 
and connected through a series of switches to one plate of 
a high grade mica condenser, the otfier plate being connected 
to the ground wives, A high sensitivity Leeds and Sortlarup 
ballistic galvanometer was used to measure the charges col« 
lected. Another Leeds and Iforthrup type P. high sensitivity 
galvanometer was Installed to measure the current directly 
when the charges were large enough to produce appreciable 
deflections. The measuring instruments were housed in a 
small sheet-iron building. 
Figure Types of brushes used in tlie experiment v/ith, atmosplieric 
electricity at the Agronomy Farm, 1930, '31, '32» Three "brushes 
of Type A v/ere used, and one each of" the others. 
Type A ~ from C, Vincent, Omaha« 
" B - from L, V/. Butler, Iowa State College. 
" C — from Justin Christofleau. La Queue les Yvelines, Prance, 
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Crops included •tiirougib.o-at the three-year test period 
were corn, soy'Deans, garden beets, string beans, Swiss 
chard, and tiarnips# For the corn a single cross hybrid ms 
used so that the variation between individual plants I'aigiifc 
be reduced to a miniraum. 
These crops vrei'e planted in rows three feet four inches 
apart at right angles to the direction of the underground 
wires so that each crop extended east aM west across t&© 
entire series of 11 experimental plots* Sach replication, 
of ViThich there were at least three, included four rows of 
corn and four of soybeans in blocli, and one row each of the 
other crops. Three or four border rows of soybeans were 
planted across the south and north ends of the plot, 'JShe 
arrangement of the experiment is illustrated by figures 2 
and S» 
Preliminary gernination tests were run each year with 
all crop seed. All planting was done with a Golmbia drill, 
except the com, v^hieh was dropped by hand two kernels in a 
place, 12 Inches apart, and later thinned to one plant in a 
place. The plot was cultivated with ordinary horse-drami 
cultivators which were turned beyond the inargin of the ex­
perimental plots. Weeds laissed by the cultivator were re­
moved by hand. 
Figure 2«, IJ-bilization of atmosplieric electricity for crops. 
Agronomy Farm, 1930, *31, ®32, Soutli of experimental 
field showing th.e five ele-^ated ferxislaes and instrrmient house. 
Figure 3, Utilization of atmospheric electricity- for crops, 
Agronomy Farm, 1930, looking west across the experimental p3.ots» 
Left to right soybeans, heets, chard, t^irnipsj strong beans 
corn# Rows extend across the underground wires, ^ 
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Seasonal soil and cliiaatio conditions 
For several years prior to the beg5.nning of the test 
the part of the field on which the experimental plots were 
located had received no manure, had groism no legxanes, and 
most of the crop residues iiad been removed, consequently the 
soil was rather deficient in organic matter. In 1930 the 
last rain of any considerable quantity occurred on July 4 
so that by the middle of the month the ground had become dry 
and very hard, Ihe suimner was quite hot, the temperature on 
several days reaching 98^ or higher during the afternoons, 
and all crops suffered severely. Corn ears did not fill well 
on account of unfavorable weather durijag the pollination 
period. The crops were somewhat damaged by grasshoppers 
but poison bran mash was spread twice and liie hoppers finally 
controlled, lields of beets and chard ware not taken in 1930 
because of irregalar stand due to early cutworai damage, 
Prior to the 1931 plantings the plot had been manured 
and fall plowed so that the seedbed was in excellent condition, 
The weather laras dry and hot through midsummer but the crops came 
through in fair condition and yields were obtained on all« 
In 1932 the season, with its fairly abundant rainfall, was 
generally favorable to all crops except the garden beans. 
The beans became so diseased that this crop was not harvested. 
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Presentatlon and discuss ion of results 
In 1950, from June 25 to SvHj 10, the currents were up­
ward, that is, the ground was gaining negative charge, and 
were of the order of 5»0 x lO"^ ampere # "Ihis is about oae 
hundred tiines the average fair weather current as given by 
Wilson (47) hut, as points ^ ere used here as dischargers, 
larger currents were to be expected. During the interval from 
July 11 to September 6, after Tshich time the readings v/ere 
discontinued, the currents were generally doTOward, and sinaller, 
being of the order of 5.0 x 10 ampere, 152rou§h Diidsummer 
a fe\? sprinkles of rain occurred,, these being so extremely 
light as but raomentarily to dim the brilliance of the sun. 
At s^lch times large increases of current were noted, and 
the direction of the cm^rent, in contrast to that prevailing 
immediately before and after the disturbance, was upward. 
In 1931 the value of the currents measured during fair 
Tffeatiier was about the same as obtained in 19S0, or of the 
order of magnitude of 5,0 x 10"^® ampere. There was snore 
variation of direction tiian in the preceding season so that 
it was difficult to arrive at any definite conclusion as to 
the general direction of current fa fair v^ eather. Although 
the summer v;as very dry, several showers occurred and at such 
tiiaes iihe currents varied greatly, both in direction a3ad 
magnitude. In one case, for exaeiple, the current varied from 
Q Q 
5.0 s ampere downward tlirougli zoro to 100.0 x 10" ampere 
•upTsaM,, then baok tiirou^ zero to 200,0 x 10"® aK^^ere down­
ward, and back to zero at the close of the obsei^ations* 
Up to June 21, 1932j when the current readings for the 
season were started, there had been a great deal of rain, 
and the rainy weather eontiimed until July 10, During this 
tiae the crirrent was nraeh larger than in either of the previous 
years, being of the order of 3,0 x 10~^ amperes# The v/eather 
from July 11 to 31 was generally hot and dry isrith an occasional 
light shower» Through this period the current iwas of about 
2»0 X lO-Q ampere and, coatrapy to the results obtained in 
1950^ the direction tos generally upward. The first half of 
August, especially August 6 to 17,^ was characterized by cloudy 
weather with frequent thunder shoisers. The currents during 
this time varied 5»0 x 10"^ ampere upward to 55,0 x 10"® 
ampere do\7nward, Tiie latter half of the month was mostly 
clear with currents of aboixt 1«0 s 10""® ampere upward, and 
si233llar conditions p?evailed until September 15 when the read­
ings were discontinued# 
Galvanometer readings were taken for each collector head, 
but the variations in ths amounts of current for the indi­
vidual heads were small. The variations between individual 
collectors of the Vincent type were often greater th|n those 
measured for the different types and the amount of charge col" 
leoted was therefore considered to be independent of the Itind 
of collector xised. 
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An attempt to measure tlie current tliroiigli •\he ground 
wire by tappiiig in at junction boxes placed 50 and 100 feet 
from one of the collectors proved useless, 'Ihe currents 
measured here were mnj times those obtained at the base of 
the collector post. The condition of the ground ms su.ch 
that the eleotrcaaotive force generated between points at 
opposite sides of a box was great enough to mask any effect 
due to the collectors which might conceivably be present at 
the above distances# 
Each year observations were mad© comparing treatments 
and controls with reference to (l) rate of emergence of crop 
plants above ground, (2) vigor and rapidity of growth, and 
(3] time of maturity. At least oace each season, shortly 
before the blossoming period and while the plants were in 
the full vigor of growth, meastirements of height were obtained 
for the corn, soybeans, and string beans. At no time during 
the growth of the crops eould appreciable differences of any 
kind be noted. 
In order to obtain yields on the basis of a fairly uni­
form moisture content the ear corn, soybean plants, and 
string bean plants were reduced to a uniform air dry basis# 
At the time the final wei^ts were taken the shelled corn 3md 
an average moisture content in 1931 of 9,0 per cent aM in 
193S of 9,5 per cent, with variations either way of not more 
than 0.5 per cent. 
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YleMs of the oliard were taken on the l)asi3 of the 
green of the tops, and of "Hae tiarnips and garden 
"beets on the basis of the root weights# 
Yields of the crops included in this experiment are 
presented in Tables I to VII, inclusive® 1!he plot yields 
are listed in the same order as the field arrangementj, pro­
gressively from west to east. In a given range each treated 
plot was situated jiist east of the corresponding control* 
The ranges correspond to replications and were imiubered 
consecutively from south to north, range No« 1 being nearest 
the collectors. Yields from treated plots connected to the 
Vincent t3?pe collector heads are Indicated by "A", those to 
the Butler type head by "B", and those to the Ghristofleau 
type head by "C". 
An examination of these data shows that in most in­
stances the average yields for the plants in the treated 
plots were ali^tly larger than for the controls, "fti© largest 
differences ^rere obtained ;vith the chard and the beets, the 
increases averaging approximately seven per cent and nine per 
cent, respectively. Hov/ever, a detailed study discloses 
that the variations in the individual plot yields were large,, 
consequently smll differences in average yields would not 
be significant. Probably because of the natsjre of the crops, 
the yields of the chard and of the beets were extremely var­
iable, in some cases the fluctuations between contiguous 
plots being more than 50 per cent, hence average increases 
TABLE I, Effect of eartla^air' electric cwrents, intenalfied "by means 
of elevated collector bruslies, on yields of corn f dry shelled basis® 
t Ran^e No, 1 
s 


















Year i Lbs i Lbs «> Lbs : Lbs Lbs : Lbs » Lbs : Lbs 
1930 5»56 A 7,19 7,00 A 8.00 7,50 A 6.69 A 4,00"^ 
6 »Is 0 4,31 7.00 G 5^81 5,50 C 8,44 7,25 C 7,81 
5»38 B Q^a7'-- 4,13 P 4,44 8*19 B 7,56 • 8,16 B 7,00 
4.00 A 4,31 3.69 A 4,75 9,44 A 7,69 8.38 AlO,00 
3,75 A 3.31 3 . "1^ 1 A 4,13 5.75 A 5,00 9,00 A 5.87'^ 
1,44-"- 1,13^- 5.19 3,13'"-
AV, 4,96 4,78 5,03 5,43 6.93 7.08 8,20 8,27 
Diff , favor 
treatment -0,18 0,40 0,15 0,07 
1931 15.06 A15,56 15,38 A15.00 5.19'"" A 8.25^^ 
12,31 016,87 13,44 G15.25 13,25-^ 011,31-^ 
14,69 B14.69 15,00 B14.94 13,06"^^ B15,81 
11,87 A13.81 18.25 A16,06 15.94 A16,75 
14. 06 A15,S1 16,44 A17.25 IS ,31 A17,0G 
15,06 17,25 15,00 
Av» 13.84 15.35 15,96 15, 70 15,75 16^52 
Diff. favor 
treatment 1.51 -0.^6 0,77 
1932-"-" 9, IS A 8,12 7.43 A 7,37 8.25 A 7,12 
7.56 0 8.25 8.06 G 8. IS 6,81 C 6,93 
8,87 B 8.37 7.25 B 7.69 8.37 B 8.93 
8,69 A 7.75 9,O0 A 8.31 8,00 A 8,43 
7.37 A 8,31 11^00 A 7.06 8.25 A 9,87 
9»69 8,19 6,93 
Av» 8,55 .^ 8^ :49 > 7 #71 7.77 8,26 
Diff-. favor 

19S0 5.56 A 7.19 7.00 A 8.00 7.SO A 5.69 A 4.00" 
6 <.15 G 4.31 7.00 C 5*81 5.50 G 8.44 7.25 G 7.81 
6.3S B 2,87'"'- 4.13 B 4.44 8.19 B 7.56 S.16 B 7,00 
4.00 A 4.31 3.69 A 4.75 9.44 A 7.69 8.38 AlO.OO 
3.75 A 3.31 3.31 A 4,13 5.75 A 5.00 9.00 A 5.87''^  
1.44-"- 1.13-=^ 5.19 3,13'"' 
Av, 4.96 4.78 5.03 5.43 6.9S 7.08 8.20 8.27 
Diff , favor 
treatment -0.18 0.40 0.15 0.07 
1951 15.06 A15.56 15.38 A15.00 5,19'^  A 6^ 25^ --
12,31 016.87 13.44 G15,25 13.25'^  011,31"^^ 
14^60 B14.69 15.00 B14.94 13.06'^  B15,81 
11.87 A13.81 18.25 A16.0S 15,94 Ale.75 
14.06 A15.81 16.44 A17.25 16^31 A17,00 
15 .OS 17.25 15.00 
Av. 15.84 15.35 15.96 15.70 15.75 16,52 
Dlff . favor 
treatment 1.51 -•0.S6 0,77 
1932""^  ^ 9.13 A 8.1^  7.43 A 7.37 8.25 A 7.12 
7.56 G 8.25 8.06 G 8.12 6.81 G 6.93 
8.87 B 8.37 7.25 B 7.69 8.37 B 8.93 
8.69 A 7.75 9.00 A 8.31 8.00 A 8.43 
7.37 A 8.31 11^00 A 7.06 8.25 A 9.87 
9,69 8.19 6,93 











Hot included "because yielda were affected lay conditions otlier tlian those of the 
expea?! m© nt. 
ii-ii Yields foi? tliis yeaac aa?S of the two jniddle POTS-S only. 
Hote - "A" indicates yields f3?om plots connected to Vincent type collector heads, 
"B" to the Butl©3? type head,> and "C" to the Ghristofleau type head. Ranges 
correspond to replications, the range nearest to the collector heads oeing 
designated as "Rainge ®o. 1 • 

TABLE II« Effect of eartli-air electric ciirrents, intensified by means 
of elevated oolleotop bmslaes, on yields of soybeans - dry weight tops 
and roots* 
Ran^e Ho, 1 Ranae ITo# 8 Rarlj^^e Mo» 5 
t 
Rarijare Up, 4 
; Control 5 Treated Control t Treated : Control : Treated Control I Treated 
Year : Lbs 4 » Lbs Lbs a » Lbs : Lbs o Lbs Lbs ; Lbs 
1930 7*g0 A 6,80 6,50 A 6,50 5.30 A 6.30 
7.00 G 6,90 7.30 G 6,10 6.00 G 6.80 
6 •30 B 6,00 6^10 B 6.50 5.50 B 6.00 
7,40 A 8,00 6,00 A 6,20 6.90 A 6.50 
7,90 A 8,50 6.00 A 8.10 7.20 A 7.40 
7.50 6.30 7.00 
• 
AV« 7,21 7,24 6.37 6.68 6.31 6.60 
Diff . favor 
treatmsnfc 0.03 0.31 0.29 
1931''""'"- 6,56 A 6.81 6,81 A 7.06 6,44 A 6,44 3.38t A 3,94'"" 
6,13 G 8.06 6.81 e 7.87 6.63 G 8,06 5.31 G 6.44'^ 
6.19 B 5.94 6.69 B 7.25 7,19 B 7.25 6.81 B 6.94 
5,50 A 5,25 7.19 A 6.63 8.19 A 7.19 0.81 A 7.26 
6,06 A 6.06 ^ 7,13 A 6.87 8.19 A 8.69 7.31 A 8.38 
7,06 7.25 9.06 9.00 
Av» 6.S5 6.42 6,98 7,14 7,62 7.53 
CO 
7.52 
Diff e favor 
treatment 0.17 0.16 -0.09 0.04 
1932'^ -' IS, IS A12.87 13.19 A13.50 13.19 A13.56 10.06 A12,75 
13,18 012.50 13.44 G13.12 13,87 G13.81 14.44 G13.37 
12,56 B14.S9 13.37 B12.9S 13^81 • B14,44 13.50 B13.75 
14.62 A15 a 06 12,37 A13,0G 14.69 A13,87 13.50 A13.69 
14,50 A14.56 14,87 A14.56 12.87 A13.25 14.75 A15.00 
14.75 15,75 13.12 15*69 
Av, 13.61 13.94 13 . S3 13. 4S 13 ,59 13.79 13.66 13,71 
Diff. favor 
0^33 -»0.41 0,20 0.05 

xyisu 7^20 A 6.80 6.50 A 6,50 5.30 
7.00 G 6.90 7.30 C 6,10 6.00 
6.30 B 64OO 6.10 B 6«50 5.50 
7.40 A 8. GO 6.00 A 6 .SO 6.90 
7.90 A 8.50 6.00 A 8.10 7.20 
7.50 6.30 7.00 
Av. 7. SI 7.24 6.37 6.68 6.31 
Diff . Savor 
treatment 0.03 0.31 
1931^^'" 6.56 A 6.81 6.81 A 7.06 6.44 
6.13 C 8.06 6.81 C 7.87 6.63 
6.19 B 5.94 6 .69 B 7.25 7.19 
5,50 A 5.25 7.19 A 6.63 8,19 
6.06 A 6 .06 7,13 A 6.87 8.19 
7.06 7.25 9.06 
Av. 6.S5 6.42 6.98 7.14 7,62 
Diff. favor 
treatment 0.17 0.16 
1932'""-^  IS. IS A12.87 13.19 A13,50 13.19 
13. IS 012.50 13 . 44 GIS.IS 13*87 
12.56 B14.69 13.37 BIS.93 lo . 81 
14.62 A15.06 IS. 37 AIS.OO 14.69 
14.50 A14,56 14.87 A14.56 12.87 
14.75 15 . 75 13.12 




















































-s- STot included. 
Yields for this year are of tlie tivo middle rows only. 
Hot© - "A" Indicates yield from plats connected to Vincent type collector heads, 
"B" to the Butler type head, and "C" to the Ghristofleau type head. Ranges 
correspond to replications, the range nearest to the collector heads being 
designated as "Range No, 1." 
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TABLE III, Effect of earth-air electric CTirrenta, 
intensified bj Bieans of elevated collector hrushesj 
on yields of string beans - dry weight tops and roots. 
; Range Io« 1 
» 
• 














Year : Lbs • * Lbs 5 Lbs ! Lbs Lbs ; Lbs 
1930 0,98 A 1,12 1,22 A 1,23 1,11 A 1,11 
0,9^' C 1,07 1,25 C 1,26 1,06 C 1.14 
1,01 B 0,96 1,19 B 1,18 1,06 B 1.14 
0,98 A 0,96 1,06 A 1,05 1,16 A 1,18 
1,06 A 1,16 1,13 A 1,13 1,20 A 1.16 
1.18 1,03 0,73''^ 
Av. 1,03 1,05 1,15 1,17 1.12 1,15 
Diff, favor 
treatment 0,02 0,02 0.03 
1931 1,87 A 2.00 1,75 A 1,94 1,31 A 1.75 
1,81 C 2.15 1,94 G 1*94 1,81 C 1.94 
1.44 ' B 2,00 1,94 B 1.63 1,94 B 1.69 
2,06 A 1,94 1,75 A 1,44 1,81 A 1,86 
2.00 A 1,94 1,63 A 1,94 1,63 A 1.81 
1.87 1,81 1.94 
Av,, 1,84 2,00 1*81 1,63 1.75 1.81 
Diff. favor 
treatment 0,16 -0,18 0.06 
Uot inclf-deds 
Kote - On account of poor stand and disease the crop of 1932 
was not harvested, "A" indicates yields from plots 
Goaneeted to Vincent type collector heads, "B" to 
the Butler type head, and "C" to the Christoflea-a type 
head. Ranges correspond to replications, the range 
nearest to the collector heads being designated as 
"Raage lo« 1." 
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TABIE I?, Effect of earth-air electric currents, 
Intensified by means of elevated collector brushes., 
on yields of turnips - fresh weight of roots. 
• 
* 
: Range Ko^ 1 
» 












! I'reated Control 
• 
; Treated 
Year : lbs ; Lbs : Lbs ; Lbs Lbs : Lbs 
1930 » A15.G5 13,13 A13,19 10,72 A10,-5S 
9,69 010,76 13.00 Cll,25 9.78 010,78 
11,81 B12.00 9,16 B 9,44 11,53 BIO,53 
12,57 A14,31 8,38 A 7,59 13,69 A13,34 
9,78 A 8,05"' 8,28 A - 9.75 A -
3,51-"' - -Si-
Av« : 10,96 13,03 10,39 10,37 11,09 11.29 
Diff, favor , 
treatment S,07 -0,02 0,20 
1931 10,63 A 9,69 10,19 A14^06 8,13'^ MS, 31'"' 
9,87 012,87 13,50 014,94 13,38 014,25 
13,44 B13.5G 15,38 B14,81 15,06 B13.63 
14,50 A13a9 15.38 All,81 15,13 A18.25 
17,31 A16,31 13,44 A12.94 15,25 A15.06 
16.44 12,94 15,44 
Av. 13,70 13,11 13,47 13,71 14,85 15.30• 
Diff. favor 
treatment -0,59 0,24 0,45 
1932 13,80 A14,00 15,00 A16,G0 17,00 A13,50 
12,50 011,80 15,00 G15.90 14,00 017.75 
15.00 B14,50 18,00 B19,00 21,00 Bll«25 
19,80 A22,6G 13,50 A15,50 16,00 A13:,60 
19,00 A16,00 13,00 A16,50 14,50 A15.50 
18,00 17,00 19,50 
Av, 16.35 15,78 15,25 16,58 17,00 14,32 
Diff. favor 
treatment -0,S7 1.33 -2,68 
-:f- lot included. 
Hote - "S" indicates yields from plots connected to Vincent type 
heads, "B" to the Butler type headj, and "0" to the Christo-
fleau head. Ranges correspotid to replications, title range 
nearest to tl^e collector heads being designated as "Range 
1^0. 1," 
TABLB V, Effect of earth-air currents, intensified by 
means of elevated collector brushes, on yields of Swiss 
chard - green %7eights of tops. 
; Range Ho, 1 Range lo, 2 
• 
• 










: Control Treated 
Year Lbs : Lbs Lbs t Lbs : Lbs Lbs 
1931 18,75 A14,81 18.13 A17,87 22,19 A17.3a 
6,63 G15,56 12.44 015.56 24.75 G25,38 
16,50 B18.69 7.31 B 9,94 19,25 B24,75 
15,38 A16.75 12,13 A15.25 26,75 A25.44 
24,38 A26,44 20.13 A14,63 21,25 A25,50 
21.00 19.00 22.94 
Av, 17,11 18,45 14,86 14.65 22,85 23,69 
Diff. favor 
treatment 1,34 -0,21 0.84 
1952 12,31 A16.87 13,56 A14.00 18,25 A15,62 
18.62 018,06 12.43 C12.50 18il9 025.56 
15.37 B1B,31 15,37 B16.50 23,00 B27,87 
18.25 A19.56 16,12 A20,75 17i25 A22.00 
21,25 A16.52 21,00 A19.12 24.50 A23,19 
16,12 15,00 18,62 
Av, 16.99 17,88 15,58 16,57 19,97 22.85 
Diff,. favor 
treatment 0.89 0,99 2,88 
Note - the crop of 1930 was not harvested on aceotmt of poor 
stand and the dry season, "A" Indicates yields from plots 
connected to Vincent type collector heads, "B" to the 
Butler type head, ard "G" to the Ghristofleau type head» 
Ranges correspond to replications, the range nearest to 
the Collector heads being designated as "Range No, 1", 
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TilBIiE VI, Effect of earth-air cuprents, intensified by means 
of elevated collector brashes, on yields of beets » fresh 
weight of roots# 
• 1 
• 4 
: Range So, 1 Ran^ye lo, 2 . Range So, 3 
; Control 
« 
: Treated Control 
• 




Year : Lbs t Lbs Lbs : Lbs Lbs ; Lbs 
1931 9,19 A 7,19 15. SS A15.25 11,06 A1S.94 
6,56 G13.19 13,81 G12.31 15,31 017,19 
, 14.81 B 9»63 9,06 B 8,94 14.31 B15,94 
9,19 A10,06 7,44 A10.06 9,87 A12.63 
10,00 A 9,56 9,81 A16.87 12,15 A20.06 
13,56 13.44 13.56 
Av« 10,55 9,93 11,47 12,69 12.71 15,95 
Diff, favor 
treatment -0,62 1,22 0.24 
1932 9,19 A 7,06 5.31 A 5.37 6,44 A 7.31 
7.12 C 5,00 3.50 C 7,00 7.06 G 8,00 
6.44 B 9,31 5,31 B 7,25 7.00 B 4,50 
12,12 All.00 5,37 A 7.00 4,00 A 4.31 
13,12 A 7.19 5,31 A 7.12 9.00 A 8.00 
2,25 5.31 6,00 
Av» 8,37 7,91 5,02 6,75 6,58 6,42 
Diff, favor 
treatment -0,46 1,73 -0.16 
TSfote - the crop of 1930 was not harvested on acco-unt of poor 
stand and the dry season, "A" indicates yields from 
plots connected to Vincent type collector heads, "B" to 
the Butler type head, and "G" to the Christofleau type 
head. Ranges correspond to replications, the range 
nearest to the collector heads being designated as 
"Range No, 1*" 
TABIiE VII, Siunmary of tli3?ee years a^es-ulta - effect of intensified 
earth.-^alr electric currents on the yields of crops# 
Gliard i Beets T" Corn. ~ • Soybeans :Striiig beans 
Preali wt. of sFresli vsrt.of jFresli wt«of iSlaalled wfc, at iCured wt.tops & s Cured wt, 
roots (Lbs ) jTops (3»bs) irootslLbs) japproximately IC^; roots (Lbs) xtopg & roots 
J s s moisture (Lbs) : : (Lbs) 
i§SG sl5Sl :15SS'j1&S1 jlSSg~slS"30:l§^l :19SS sl930 sl931;193S tmOsTSlT 
Av.of 
controls 1Q.80 IS. 96 16.20 18.51 17.53. 11.58 6,66 6.22 15,07. 
-» 
8.27 6.63 7.05 13.^67 I.IO 1.79 
Av.of 




ments 0.76 ^O.Gl -0.64 0.62 1.59 1.28 0.37 0.04 0,68 ^0 , 23 0.21 0.06 0,04 0,02 0,07 
Percent 
increase 
over cks. V.OS ""3 « 95 3«39 9.08 11,05 5.55 0,64 4.51 -2.78 3.16 0.85 0.29 1.82 3.91 
-X- Two middle rows only# Corn amd soys planted in ^ -row plots, otiier crops planted in 
one rov/ plots. 
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much larger tlmn those obtained would be required in order 
for the differences to be deemed si^ificant. 
Considering tb© very low intensities of the average cur­
rents Obtained,. vjMch v/ere of the order of S»0 x 10**^ ampere 
or less, and recognising the natural tendency of these cur­
rents to leak from the underground t'Jires near the points v/here 
the \7ir©s entered the soil, it seems obvious that the greatest 
effect upon crop yields should occur in the range nearest 
the bases of the collector timber-Sj, i»e., in range No. 1, 
an<i that the effect should uniformly decrease in the ranges 
progressively farther away. Analysis of the yearly averages 
on this basis shoiss for the yields of the treated plots as 
compared to those of the controls the following differences? 
range Ho, 1, nine increases and six decreases? range Io« 2, 
nine increases and six decreases; range Io» 3, 12 incr©a3es 
and. three deereaaesj and range lo, 4, three increases and 
no decreases. These comparisons indicate that the effect of 
the treatment upon yields was no greater in the experimental. 
areas nearest the source of the currents than in those 
farther away. 
Since measurements of the intensities of current for 
the individual collector heads indicated that the variations 
in the intensities were independent of the type of collector 
used, no attempt was made to analyze the corresponding yield 
data* 
Application of Current to the Root Areas by 
Means of Electrodes 
Beginning with the winter of 1931 experiments were con­
ducted in field and greenhouse to test the effect upon plant 
growth of electric Gixrrent as applied to the root areas bj 
means of plate electrodes. The character of these tests may 
he indicated in a preliiniiiary way as follows: 
(1) Grreenho-use tests with oats -asixig high voltage cur­
rents applied for short periods daily from germina­
tion to maturity* 
(2) Oreenhouse tests with oats using the slight contin­
uous currents of the copper-zinc electrode combina­
tion supplemented in some cases by one or more dry 
cells. 
(3) Field tests with oats using the copper-zinc combina­
tion supplemented by batteries of dry cells provid­
ing relatively strong currents. 
(4) Laboratory tests for the rate of evolution of 
carbon dioxide, using slight and moderate contin­
uous currents# 
Greenhduse test with oats using high voltage currents 
Por the various electrical experiments Yriaich were to be 
run in the greenhouse 15 large and 10 small cypress flats were 
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usedj the large flats having inside dimensions 20 x SO x 4 
Inches and the small flats 15 x 20 x 4 inches. 
On February 13, 1931,. eight of the large flats were 
planted to logold oats, one kernel in a place two inches apart 
each way and one-half inch deep, 126 kernels per flat, The 
soil used was field soil apparently rather higJi in organic 
material, 
A copper strip, one and one-half inches wide and 30 
inches long with a covered copper conducting wire attached 
at the jniddle hy solder, vms hurled length^'yise down the middle 
of each of six flats. Each strip was placed on edge and shoved 
down into the soil until completely buried. The remaining two 
fiats were reserved as controls, "She current was provided "by 
means of five cell Edison 'catteries with a potential of 1,2 
volts per cell, This current was stepped up by placing a Pord 
induction coil in the circuit betT/een the battery and the in­
sulated flat so that the flats Tijhich vjere given the xnaxiBnm 
treatment received a charge of from 14,000 to 20,000 volts. 
Two Edison batteries were used in order that two flats, could 
be treated siirailtaneously, and the circuits were set up so 
that one flat W5uld receive current of positive sign and the 
other would receive ctirrent of negative sign, Treatment was 
applied once daily in Mdafternoon, two flats receiving ap-
proxiiMatGly 7,:000 volts from txvo cells for 10 minutes, two 
flats receiving 10,000 volts from three cells for 15 mimites, 
and two flats receiving.14,000 to 20,000 volts for 15 minutes. 
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The dally treatments were 'begxm on February 25 and continued 
until the grain was in the soft dough stage. 
During the time ciirrent was being applied bri^it sparks 
one or fcv/o inilliaieters long could be drawn frraa the plants 
by means of the fingertip or other conductor. Accidental con­
tact of the leaves with those of another flat developed sparks 
with resultant destruction of plant tissue at that point. In 
order to prevent leakage of current from one flat to another 
along tlae bench while treatment ?;as being applied each flat 
rested upon strips of copper xThich could be grounded^, Ih.ese 
strips were insulated from the wood of the bench by heavy 
rubberized paper. During the process of treatment all flats 
except tdio two actually receiving current were protected from 
stray currents by grounding the copper strips. 
Stands of 93 to 95 per cent were obtained in alll flats, 
Kie plants appeared thrifty at all times and attained a hsi^t 
of approximately 4^ feet at maturity, Bie method of support­
ing the plants in erect position and the general arrangement 
of the experiment is shoTO in Figure 4, Because of the ex­
treme w&lgtxt of the boxes and the difficulty of keeping tSie 
insulation In place the relative position of the flats was 
changed but tv/o or three times during the course of the exper­
iment, Some protection was provided at one end by a box 
placed on edge and at the other by a flat of oats not in the 
test, To prevent damage by sparrows after the grain load be-
Figure 4. High voltage experiment with oats^ 1931; includes 
six treated lots and two controls, Treated lots received 
currents ac 7,000 to 20,000 volts for a 1.0 to 15 minute 
period daily. On this date, May 12, the controls are in 
the second and sixth locations, counting from the near end. 
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gun to fill the flats were moved to the middle of the house 
and the heads covered with mosquito netting. Treatment was 
continued in this location* Some simtted plants appeared in 
all flats and these were removed, dried, and the wei^its in­
cluded in the total yields. For several days during the 
latter part of lay, when the oats mve in the milk, tempera­
tures of more than 100 degrees were recorded in tihe green­
house, consequently the grain was light and the yields obtained 
represent mostly the production of straw. 
1?he oats were harvested by shearing at a height of one 
inch above the crowns. The product of each flat was placed 
in a steam heated oven and reduced to a water free basis. 
A study of the results shows that the yields of the 
treated lots varied both above and below the average of the 
two controls, and that none yielded more than the higher con­
trol# Tilhile the lots receiving currents of lesser intensi­
ties, i«e,, 7,000 and 10,000 volts, showed consistent reduc­
tions in yields, the fact that the lots receiving the greatest 
intensities, i.e., 14,000 to 20,000 volts, yielded as imich as 
the controls indicates that the treatments were not harmful, 
Tlae variations in yields corresponding to the positive or 
negative sign of the charge are greater in no instance than 
the difference between the yields of the two controls, The 
obvious conclusion, that the small differences obtained are 
far from significant, is supported by a statistical analysis 
of tl^ variance. 
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Table VIII» Effect of high voltage electric currents, 
applied to the soil, on the yields of oats -• greenhouse 
experiment 1931, 
;15ry weight I'll eld compared: Per 
;. grain ; to average scent in« 
;and straw ; of controla :crease 
(Ijbg) (jf'er cent) 
Treatment 
7000 volts for 10 min»{neg 
charge) 0.88 97,77 -2,23 
n I! (poa. 
10,000 " " 16 
* J/ * 
charge) 0»88 97.77 -2,23 
(neg. 
charge) 0.85 94.44 -5,57 
It 1! tf ti (pos» 
charge) 0.89 98,88 
-1,12 
15,000 " fi H (neg. 
It ff tt It charge) 0.90 100,00 0,00 Jpos. 
charge) 0.92 102,22 2,22 
Gotttrol 0.88 97,77 -2.25 
w 0,92 102,22 2,22 
Average of controls 0,90 100,00 M. 
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Greenhouse test with oats usiag the copper-zinc electrodes 
combination 
In the late winter of 1931,. as a preliminary test, one 
of the large flats was ©quipped with a copper-sinc electrode 
combination to form what shall be, for convenience, desig­
nated as an "earth cell", 'Ihe electrodes used were thin 
strips two inches wide aM 20 inches long with a length of 
covered copper wire soldered to one end of each, A strip of 
copper and a strip of sine were pressed into tii© soil at 
opposite ends of the flat, the copper wires mounted oa hard 
rubber posts along one rim of the box, and joined by tubular 
set screw connectors. Such arrangement formed with the 
moist soil a galvanic cell which provided a small current of 
approximately 0,5 rnilliampere with a potential of one volt® 
The amount of current varied sorflewhat duririg the test and 
the variation was in direct proportion to the amount of mois­
ture in the soil. This "earth cell", and a similar flat 
which was to be used as the control, on March 18 were planted 
each with 125 grains of logold oats. The soil, \d.th which 
the flats were filled,, was similar to that used in the high 
•roltage experiment# 
From the time the plants were about six inches in height 
those in the treated flat were noticeably more vigorous and. 
taller than those of the control, 'liie treated plants headed 
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approximately two days later than tlie others and the yield 
at maturity was 12.46 per cent larger than tiie yield of the 
plants in the control flat. 
While the results obtained from the preliminary earth 
cell test could not be considered conclusive on account of 
the small mmber of comparisons, the method of treatment 
appeared promising and it was decided to continue this type 
of experiment on a more extensive scale. 
E:s:periment in 1932, In January 1932, two series of 
esperiraents with, the earth cells were started, For series 
Ho» 1 a soil mixture of rather low fertility ivas tised, Tvvelve 
of the large flats mqvq filled to a depth of tvra and. one-half 
inches with a soil mixture composed of four<^fifths field soil 
and one-fifth sand. Seven of these flats were equipped with 
the copper-ainc electrodes in the manner described in the 
preliminary test, except that vdth two of the seven flats a 
dry cell was included in the circuit. Measurements taken xri.th 
a Weston milliammeter indicatedj,, at the beginning of the experi-
mentj currents in the ordinary earth cells of 1,0 to 1.5 milli-
amperes and in those supplemented v/ith a dry cell of S.O to 2,5 
milliamperes, while during the most of the test period, be­
ginning with the time when the roots Md apparently formed . 
somewhat of a mat,, the currents indicated were of the order of 
0,5 milliamperes and 1,5 milliamperes, respectively, A fairly 
constant degree of current intensity vms msiintained by replac­
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ing the dry cells as often as was necessary. Five similar 
flats v^lthout electrodes were included as controls. 
Series No, 2 included 10 small flats, inside dimensions 
16 X SO X 4 inches, of wMch five were to "be used as earth 
cells and five as controls, 'Ehese were filled with two aiad 
one-half inches of a comparatively rich soil mixture composed 
of one-third each of field soil, compost,, and sand» In order 
to test the possihle effect of zinc as dissolved from the 
zinc electrodes in the eaiT-th cells trro of the controls aM 
two of the earth cells were treated with a solution of zinc 
sulfate at the rate of 50 pounds per acre, Kiis treatment 
was applied 15 days after the plants mre up, 1o test the 
possiDle effect of copper a copper strip was burled at on© 
end of each of two controls. Of the remining four flats, 
tv^o were given no treatment whatsoever. It ?fas thought that 
the ahove described comparisons mig^it provide leads for 
further investigation. 
The seed oats used tiiroughout were of the logold variety 
and had been treated several months previously \d.th Ceresan, 
Series No, 1 V7as planted on Jampry 25 with 126 selected uni­
form grains per flat, two inches apart each way, and covered 
one-half inch deep. The flats were placed,, six on each side, 
on the wide center bench of the greenhouse, and supported on 
a dotible wooden track cf 1 s 6 inch strips set on edge in the 
sand* In order that all lots lai^t be subjected to fairly unci-
form growing conditions, the series was rotated systematically 
in a clockwise direction, all flats teing moved two places to 
the right once every seven days* 
For the control of aphis the house was fumigated as neces­
sary with Hicofume, At the time of the first f-umigation, 
when the plants were about three inches in height, two of the 
treated lots and one of the controls were hurned somewhat by 
the ftanes so that the first leaves turned yellow to a distance 
of one or two Inches back from the leaftips and the growth 
appeared to be slightly checked. ^Phese lots headed 24 to 30 
hours later than the others but the yields were close to tlie 
averages* 
On February 18 all lots in Series So, 1 were reduced to 
a uniform stand of 113 plsjats per flat« Toward the last of 
March the oats in this low fertili'by series appeared to be 
suffering from the lov; nutrient level and on larch 31 vrare 
fertilized at the rate of 100 pounds of NalOg and 75 pounds 
of KHgPO^ per acre. The required amounts of these salts were 
dissolved in 1200 cubic centimeters of distilled water and 
applied with a fine sprinlsler at the rate of 100 cc, of the 
solution per flat, This treatment was repeated later, on 
April 12 at the rate of 50 pounds of NaKOg and 75 pounds of 
SHgFO^ per acre, and on April 23 at the rate of 150 pounds of 
laNOg and 75 pounds of KHgPO^ per acre. This final treatment 
was applied four days after heading. 
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The 10 flats of the high fertility aeries were planted 
on Fehrimry 6 with 54 grains per flat,. The stand obtained 
v/as reduced to a uniform number of 50 plants per flat,. On 
the richer soil of this series the plants grew ranlcly and 
produced much straw with but little grain. 
The house was visited at least twice daily, the tempera­
ture checked and the planta watered sufficiently to keep them 
grovdng well. It was possible to keep the temperatures be­
low 70 degrees P. during the early part of the ejiperiment. 
After the plants were headed the sun became quite hot at times 
so that it became necessary to provide partial shade by 
spattering the roof of the house with lime, tPhe arrangement 
of the experiment is shoTKi in Figure 5. 
The rate of germination, aa observed on Pobruary 11 
when the young plants were emerging from the aoil, v;as ap-
proxiinately equal for all lota. Observations on the time of 
heading April 19 failed to disclose consistent differences between 
treated and control plants. 
For the study of the effect of electric current upon 
the nmabers of soil micro-organisms^ samples of soil, each 
about a pint in size, were taken from several of the treated 
and control lots in Series lo. 1, A six-inch vertical slice 
about one inch in width was cut from between the rows, taking 
roots as well as soil* fhe composite lots were xtiade up of 
three samples, one from each end and on© from the middle of 
Fi^re 5. Eartti cell test with oats, 1932. Alternate flats are equipped vd.tli 
the copper-zinc electrode combination, T%vo lots have additional'c^irrent s^xp-
plied "by a dry cell. The high fertility lots are at the far end of the bencho 
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the flat. Glean glass Jars were used as containers^, and 
troTsel and bands were cleansed after each sampling. In the 
lahoratoryj samples 50 grams in size v/ere thoroughly shaken 
in distilled water and the usual dilution methods followed. 
The final dilutions were plated in replications of f ive  
upon the sodium albuminate agar culture made up according 
to directions given bj Fred and Waksman (lO), Determina­
tions of moisture content were made by reducing lots 100 grajtis 
in size to oven dryness. 
In connection Tsrith this study an effort was made to de­
termine the possible effect of the zinc and copper electrodes 
upon the numbers of organisms in the nearby soil areas< For 
this purpose three separate samples were taken from some of 
the treated lots^ one each from near the zinc and copper 
electrodes and one from the middle of the flat. The results 
of the soil micro-organisms counts are shown in Table IX, 
The summary of Table IS shows, for the treatments as 
compared to the controls# increases in numbers of soil micro­
organisms for the earth cells of from 14 to 45 per cent, and 
for the earth cells supplemented \?ith dry cells increases of 
more than 100 per cent. These differences seem large enough 
to indicate a beneficial effect of the electric current. On 
each successive date the lots of soil were taken frcan flats 
not previously sampled, consequently the irumber of direct 
comparisons ras so small that a statistical analysis was not 
attempted. 
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TABIJE IX, Effect of electric current, 0«5 to 1.5 milli-
amperes, on ramber of micro-organisms, in soil of lo?/ 
fertility - greenhouse experiment •sdtli oats, 1932 
^ i Organi'ms "TteeragKGrgeuaisHissDry tPer cent 
; per plate ;for 5 jper graiaiwt# imoisturs 
Treatment t 1 2 5 4 5 ;plates;(3ry aoilssoiltsoil 
Sampled 4/27, counted 5/2^ dilution l"lQOj,OQO 
Earth cell plus 
dry'Cell -
copper' 59 48 55 49 48 51,8, 118,800 43,6' 14,7 
.middle 48 54 61 49 60 54.4 126,200 43.1 16,0 
zlno 36 S9 22 48 34 33.8 79,700 42,4 17,9 
average 108,S"Sd 
Earth cell 
copper 17 21 27 22 35 24»4 65,200 44.2 13,1 
middle 18 15 22 13 11 15,8 35,900 44,0 13,6 
zinc 33 35 31 35 30 32,8 75,700 43,3 15,4 
average ""S5,;6S'() 
Oontrol « 
end 34 31 26 18 14 24^ 55,900 44,0 13,6 
middle. 18 17 22 21 22 20.0 46,000, 43,4 15.2 
end 19 18 19 20 17 18.6 43,500 42.7 17.1 
average 
Sampled 5/11^ coomted 5/16, dilution 1-100.000 
Earth cell plus 
dry cell « 
copper 34 32 58 57 77 51.6 122,300 42,2 18.5 
mid^e 25 33 30 40 2S 31.2 73,400 42,5 17.6 
zinc 18 36 22 22 34 20,4 60,300 43.8 14.1 
average "^^,Soo 
Earth cell -
copp62» 17 15 18 14 23 17,4 40,300 43.2 15,7 
laiddl© 25 32 20 36 33 29,2 68,000 42.9 16,5 
zinc 36 32 30 29 26 30,6 70,800 43,2 15,7 
average S9;706 
Control -
end 19 15 13 23 9 15.8 37,100 42.6 17,3 
middle 20 38 23 24 16 24,2 56,800 42.6 17.3 
end 10 8 19 8 17 12.4 29,000 42.8 17i0 
average 
Sampled 5/26, counted 6/S , dilution 1«100,000 
Earth cell Ho. 1 26 22 IS 26 35 25,0 58,500 42.7 17.1 
Earth coll Uo, 2 24 26 21 14 21.3 49,800 42.6 17,3 
Egrth cell Ho. 3 19 33 15 23 23 22,6 53,000 42.6 17,3 
average 6S,800 
Control Ko, 1 25 17 16 30 17 21.0 '50 J 900 41.2 21.3 
Control Ho, 2 10 19 13 13 15 14.0 32,500 43,0 16,3 
Oontrol Uo, 3 10 21 11 14 12 13.6 31,400 43,3 15,4 
average ^8,300 
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STOSARY - irOMBERS OP MICRO-ORCrAIISIfiS 
UOi of Organisms Increase 
Date flats Ho, of per gram over 
Treatment sampled sampled samples dry soil controls 
t/ •' 
Earth cell plus 
dry cell 4/27 1 5 108,200 123.09 
Earth cell " 1 3 55,600 14.64 
Control " 1 3 48,500 
Earth cell plus 
dry cell " 5/11 1 3 85^300 108,05 
Earth cell " 1 3 59,700 45,60 
Control " 1 3 41,000 
Earth cell 5/26 3 3 53,800 40»47 
Control 3 3 38,300 
For the four treated flats sampled so as to test the 
possible effect of the zinc and the copper electrodes on the 
niamher of organisms in the nearby areas of soil^, the resiilts 
fail to show consistent differences. % two of the four 
instances samples taken from near the zinc electrodes showed 
small namhers of organisms, and in two instances large numbers, 
as compared to those taken from near the copper electrodes. 
Samples taicen from the middles of the saue flats showed 
ntmibers of organisms in one instance higher, in one instance 
\. 
lower, and in two Instances intermediate,, as compared to the 
numbers in the samples from niear the electrodes:. 
The high greenhoiise temperatures dijring raach of the 
heading period quickly brought all lots to maturity, The 
plants of Series Ho* 2, though planted two weeks later oii 
richer soil than those of the other series, ripened but a 
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little later and all were harvested on laay 2« Harvesting 
was aecomplished "bj clipping the plants one inch above the 
crovms* Each lot was rolled in mosquito nettiaag and reduced 
to a ?/ater free basis in a steam heated oven. 
Hie data in Tables X and XI indicate that the yields of 
oats juatxired on the soil of low fertility were rather con­
sistently increased by treatment with electric current# In 
but one case was the yield of an earth cell as low as the 
average of the controls, and in but one case was the yield 
of a control as high as the average of the earth cells. The 
yields from the two flats having a dry cell included in the 
circuit were somewhat above those of the ordinary earth cells, 
/ 
/ 
indicatijig that the slightly stronger current might have pro­
vided an added ^mulus. Statistical analysis supports the 
conclusion that the differences in favor of the ti^atnient 
are significant.. 
Comparisons of yields obtained on the soil of high 
fertility do not seem to warrant the forming of definite con­
clusions but the following diffei'enees inay be noted; (1) 
the applications of zinc sulfate appear to have been harm­
ful as the yields of the foiir lots to whic h it was applied,-
including lots with ai^ without electric cnrreat, were from 
8 to 15 per cent lower than those of the controls receiving 
no zinc sulfate, (2) the effect of the copper plate vms 
negligible, (3) the effect of the electric treatment was not 
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TABLE A, Effect of electric current (0«5 to 1*5 
mllliamperes) on yield of oats (dry weight)# Soil 




• • Grain : Gra!in 
.'Flat JGrain;and straw Srain rand straw 
: lo. t gm* i OTIS, /» • : /o 
Control 1 82,60 217,73 102,61 98.76 !f 2 74.13 208,66 92,09 94,65 
!! 3 79,59 217,73 98,87 98,76 
H 4 80. GO 213,19 99,38 96.71 
tf 5 86.20 244,94 107,08 111,11 
Averages 80,50 220,45 100.00 100,00 
Earth cell 6 84.55 217,73 105,03 98.76 
ti 7 92.20 240,41 114,53 109,05 
Tl 8 84.75 255,87 105,28 106,99 
II 9 93,60 254,02 116,27 115.23 
II 10 87»0S 222,26 108.11 100.82 
Averages 88.43 234,06 109,85 106,17 
Earth cell 11 94.10 249,48 116,89 113.17 
plus drycell 
n tf 12 93,00 263,09 115,53 119,34 
Averages 93,55 256,23 116,21 116,2S 
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TABEE XI. Effect of elecfcpic ctirrenfc (0.5 to 1.5 
milliampepes) on yield of oats (dry weight). Soil 








tot controls 3 
:aiid 8 
Earth cell with ZhSOA 















Averages 285.77 94.74 
Control vi^ith ZhSG^ 





Averages 269.89 89.47 






Averages 308,45 102.25 
Control 





Averages 301.64 100.00 
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"beneficial as the jlelds from the two earth cells receiving 
no other treatment averaged six per cent lower than those of 
the controls® On the hasis of tills rather limited test the 
possiDllity tliat the copper and zinc electrodes might in 
themselves provide sijfficlent soluble nutrients to cause in­
creased yields seems rather unlikely. 
Experiment In 1955» The following winter, 1932-53, 
the greehiiouse test with the copper-zinc electrodes comhina-r 
tion was repeated. Ten of the large flats,, to he designated 
as Series Ho# 1, were filled with a soil mixtiire composed of 
five parts field soil, one part of compost and one part of 
sand to a depth of three inches. Series Ho, 2 included 10 
of ^he small flats filled with a mixtm-'e composed of fo^ir 
parts field soil, one part of compost and one of sand. It 
was planned to have two distinct levels of soil fertility hut 
due to an error the percentage of compost in Series Ho, 2 was 
not increased sufficiently ai^ prohahly little difference in 
fertility ?/as obtained. 
Five flats in each series were equipped with the copper 
and sine strips as described in the experiment of the previous 
year. In the experiment for this year, however, the metal 
strips were but one and one-half Inches in width and a dry 
cell was included in each circuit. Five flats in each series 
were used as controls. All connections were instated four 
days before planting. 
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On December S7 all flats v/ere planted to logold oats, 
at the rate of 126 grains for the large flats and 64 grains 
for the sinall flats. The individual grains had hsen se­
lected for •unlforiaity in size and freedom from discoloration 
and were from a sample \vhich had been treated vdth Geresan* 
A preliminai'y germination test had shown a strong and healthy 
growth. 
In order to prevent the lodgi3ag Tirhich might result 
from the frequent moving of the fl^ts and the top-heavy grovrth 
characteristic of greenhouse plants an adjustable network of 
light cord was constructed for each flat. Each network was 
stretched from corner posts and was raised from time to time 
so as always to provide adequate support. Damage from 
sparrows during the ripening of the grain was prevented by 
Inclosing th© experimental plants ?d.th a canopy of moaquito 
netting. Figures 6a and 6b show the arrangement of the ex­
periment. 
In this experiment.rather systematic observations on 
the amounts of current were taken throuj^out the period of 
the test, using a Weston milliammeter. She data obtained 
are presented in table XII, 
Ihe current readings, taken before and after watering^ 
show a large variation in araounts of current due to tiie mois­
ture content of the soil. At no time vi'as the soil of any 
flat dry enough to cause wilting of the plants, yet the 
Figure 6a, Eartli cell test with, oats, 1933, Alternate flats 
are earth, cellsj, with dry cells included in the circ^iits, the 
other flats received no treatment. Photographed April 6. 
Pigiare 6b. Same experim.ent phtoograplned May 15, sliov/lng en" 
closirr-e of" mosquito netting® 
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TABLE XII. Cyi-rent in milliamperes at various dates, 
in soil of flats planted to oats and equipped with 
copper-zinc electrode combination. Earth cell treat­
ment, greenhouse, 1933, Readings taken soon after 
v;atering unless otherwise stated. 
o • 
: Larse flats No, ; Small flats lo. 










-»1/31( before watering) 
(after watering) 
2/4 (before watering) 
(after watering) 
2/11(24 hrs after 
watering) 
2/18(24 hrs, after 
mtering) 
2/26 
2/28(24 hrs, after 
watering) 
3/2 (before watering) 
(after watering), 













5/15(24 hrs after 
watering) 
2.4 2,1 1.7 2,4 2,5 
2.1 1.9 1,5 S»1 2,2 
1,9 1.6 1.6 1,9 1.9 
2.0 1.8 1,7 1.7 2.0 
2.2 1,9 1.8 2.0 2.1 
1^0 0.9 0,8 1,0 1.1 
g.O 1.8 1,6 1.9 1,9 
0.7 0,7 0.8 0,9 0,9 
1.2 1,2 1.2 1.3 1.5 
1.3 1.3 1.2 1,3 1.6 
2^0 2.0 1,8 1.9 2,3 
1.1 0.9 1.0 1,0 1,1 
1.9 1,8 1,7 1,9 2.0 
1.5 1,6 1,8 1,5 1,9 
1.8 1,7 1.8 2,1 2,5 
2.2 2,2 2,5 2,5 3.4 
1.5 2,0 2.5 2.1 3,0 
0,9 1.3 1,1 1.5 1.9 
2.0 3,0 3,3 2,7 3.1, 
1,5 2.1 2.2 1.5 2.7 
0.8 l.S 1.7 1.2 1.0 
1.1 1.9 2.1 1.5 1.1 
1.3 1.9 2*0 1,8 2a 
2.2 2.7 2.5 3,0 3.9 
2,2 3,0 1,5 2,6 3,0 
2.4 4,2 3.4 2.4 3.0 
4,0 4.0 3.2 3.2 3.8 
2.5 2.4 2,0 1.8 2.0 
3,0 4,0 3,5 3.G 3,5 
2,0 2,7 2.8 2.2 3,0 
3.7 3.3 4.5 3.0 4,0 
2.6 2.3 2,5 2,2 2.2 
2.3 U9 2,1 1.9 1,8 
2,4 2.2 2,5 2.1 1.9 
2,3 2.4 2,4 2,1 2,0 
2,4 2.4 2,4 2,2 2,2 
1,3 1.4 1,3 1,0 1(1 
2,2 2,1 2,2 2.1 2,1 
1.0 0.9 1,1 1.0 0.9 
1,8 1,6 1,7 1,6 1.7 
1.8 1,4 1,5 1.7 1.8 
2,8 2.3 2,5 2,5 2,6 
1,6 1,0 1,2 1.3 1.5 
2.8 2.3 2,7 2.5 2.8 










3.2 2,8 3.2 2.9 2.5 
3,8 2,9 2,8 2,7 2.5 
2,8 2,0 2.2 1,5 1.6 
1.9 1.3 1,2 0,9 1,0 
3,3 2,9 2.5 2.3 2,3  
3.1 2.3 1,8 1,8 1.8 
1.3 1.1 1.0 1,1 1,0 
1.7 1.3 1.6 1,2 1,2 
2,5 2.0 2,2 1.5 1,2 
3,7 3,6 4.4 3.6 2.8 
3.6 3,5 3,0 3.0 2.6 
3.7 3.1 4,1 3,0 2,9 
3.8 3,8 4.0 4,0 3.9 
1,9 1.7 1.9 2,3 2,0 
4,0 3,5 4.7 4,6 3,2 
2,8 2.8 3,6 3.0 2.3 
4,6 4.2 4,5 4,0 3,5 
On January 30 an additional dry cell was placed in each circuit 
••82"• 
watering operation resulted in almost 100 per cent increases 
in the amounts of CTirrent, During raueh of the time, especially 
tov/ard the end of the grov/ing period, the amounts of current 
used in this experiront were considerably greater than the 
1,5 inilliampsres used in the heavier of the 1932 treatments. 
After the crops had been harvested final measurements 
of current were made on all of the treated flats, Ihe data 
obtained are presented in Table XIII, 
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TABLE XIII, Final meastirements of current In earth 
cell flats after harvesting oats. Readings taken 





: IT • 
I MA : V 
SE = 
V : V : M 
° ^T •• 
t Ivla ; 
% : 
V : : V 
= i^ T 
; V, 
(1) "(2) (3)  (4)  W'CF) " ^7J (8)  (S) mf 
0»40 1.95 2.84 0.57 3,41 1,35 -x-3,60 1.41 0,84 3,68 
.50 2.30 2.82 .78 3,60 1,20 'X-3.00 1.40 ,93 3.75 
»55 2,70 2.82 ,72 3.54 1,15 '5E'2 .30 1,41 .83 3.65 
.45 2.40 2,84 .66 3,50 1,10 ^ i-2,95 1.42 .80 3.64 
,V5 S.75 2,80 ,70 3,50 1.40 1,40 ,81 3,61 
0,20 0.95 2,79 0,74 3,53 0.75 3,50 2,79 0.73 3.52 
0,30 1.40 2.79 0,76 3,55 0,95 4,80 2,79 .70 3.49 
.SO ,90 2.79 ,80 3,59 1.00 4,20 2,79 .87 3,56 
.55 2,80 2.80 ,68 3,48 1,50 ^ ;-4.25 1,40 .76 3.56 







e.Ce - Eartheell 
le - Cmrent with e»c, only 
- Ciirrent with e^c. and 2 
dry cells 
- Voltage of dry cells 
Eg - Voltage of e,e, 
M - Milllamperss 
V - Volts 
- Total voltage of e,c« and 
dry cells in series 
S - Small flats 
L - Large flats 
Ooluain (5) = siaa of columns 
(3) and (4), 
Coluitin (10) = Sim of colitrans 
(8) and (9), 
iKJ-ur-rent using two dry 
cells in series with ecC. 
was too large to measure %lth 
milliaiaraeter used. Only one 
dry cell was used to de­
termine Eg, (Golmm 10), 
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Seeding v?as accomplished by pressing the grains to a 
depth of one-half inch in the moist soil and filling each 
sinall cavity compactly with freshly irlxefi soil. 
TABLE XIV. Rate of germnation of oata in flats 
receiving current and in controls. Earth cell 
treatment, greenhouse 1933. 
Flat lo. iPate covered; emergence ;elapsed 
4 and. S (Series 1) 12/27 - 9AM 12/31 -> 11AM 98 
Remainder " " 12AM " 3PM 99 
Series 2 " 3PM " 6PM 99 
The rate of germination in and between flats ms ap­
parently very unifom and no differences ir/hatever could be 
observed as the result of the electrical treatment. 
A count of the numbers of tillers was Made by rows 
across each flat, eadi row being nine plants long and sis 
plants long in the large and the small flats, respectively. 
!Phe row nearest the zinc electrode is designated as Row 
lo. 1, 
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TABLE XV, Ifumber of tillers (oats) "by ro¥/s on February 4, 
earth cell treatment greenhouse 1933» Averages for all 
flats t 
:Row: Large t Small: ;Row: Large: Small 
Treatment;So»: flats: flats: Treatment ;No, j flats: flats 
5 treated per flat 5 controls per flat 
flats 1 10,2 3.4 1 8.6 3,0 
2 5.2 2.2 2 6.4 2,2 
S 6.8 0.8 3 5.8 3,0 
4 5,2 1.4 4 4.2 2.0 
5 4.2 1,2 5 6.4 0,8 
6 3.8 1.0 6 5.2 0.8 
7 3.0 1.0 7 3.4- 1,2 
8 4.4 0,6 8 3.0 0.6 
9 4.6 1.8 9 2.4 1.0 
10 4.0 10 0.8 
11 4.6 11 1,0 
12 2,6 12 2,0 
13 2.0 13 2.6 
14 2.8 14 2,0 
Totals 63.4 13.4 53,8 14,6 
Av. Ifo« tillers 
per plant 0,507 0,248 0.43 0.252 
TABLE X¥I, IiMber of tillers (oats) per flat on Feb. 4, 
eartli cell teeatment, greenhouse 1933# 
• 
•m Flat Mo, 
Treatment : 1 :  S !  S  :  4 : 5 : 6 !  7 5 :  9 :  10 
5 large flats-treated 







5 small flats-treated 










IJote; An examination of the stand on this date, Feb# 4, shov;ed 
that in Series lo, 1 four of the lots had a perfect 
stand of 126 plants and no lot had less than 124 plants, 
while Series lo, 2 had a perfect stand of 54 plants thru-
out. Total number of plants obtained, in Series Ifo. 1 -
1251 out of a possible 1260, in Series lo, 2 - 540 out 
of a possible 540. 
YiOaile the data indicate a definite trend in nrnnbers of 
tillers, always in the same direction in each flat, this dif­
ference will he noted in the controls as v/ell as in the treat-
Bientg, Since the same end of each flat was alvmys to the 
outside of the bench, in order to facilitate electrometer 
readings, it is apparent that these differences mst have 
been due to environmental conditions other than those pro­
vided by the treatment. A eomparison of munbers of tillers 
per flat between the treatments and the controls is favorable 
to the treatments in the case of the large flats but with the 
small flats no differences are apparent, la both series the 
variations between, individual flats were so large as to indi­
cate that the differences in numbers of tillers fjith respect 
to treatments is not significant# \'/hll© flat lo» 5 in Series 
llo« 1 had many more tillers than any other, an inspection of 
the yield records shows that, for some unaccountable reason, 
its yields of roots, straw and grain were, with respect to 
each-item, materially lower than those of any other lot# 
In connection with the study of the effect of the 
treatment on the rate and asiount of ^owth, observations 
v/ere roade with respect to the approximate time of emergence 
of the he ads e Counts were uiade on the basis of the number 
of plants showing terminal spikeleta above the boot, Ihe <1 
data obtained are recorded in Table XVII, 
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TABLE XVII, Comparative time of heading (oata), 
earth cell treatment, greenhouse 1933• 
a » 
Treatment ;F3 
• Large flats : Siuall flats 
.at Ho»; 4/13 i 4/16 : 4/13 : 4/16 
Treated 1 1 30 0 5 
3 0 30 0 5 
5 0 40 0 5 
7 5 80 0 5 
9 3 40 1 10 
Averages 1»3 44.0 0.2 6.0 
Controls 2 1 30 0 5 
4 1 30 0 5 
S 0 40 0 S 
8 3 70 0 5 
10 0 40 0 4 
Averages 1.0 46.0 0 4.8 
Prom the data presented it is apparent that the treat­
ment vdth electric exirrent has neither advanced nor retarded 
the time of heading. 
Shortly after the complete emergence of the heads a 
conslderahle ninnber of blasted spikelets was noted in all 
lots# Counts were made of the numbers of these spikelets 
in two corresponding rovjs in each lot, using in all flats the 
second row from each end. The data obtained are recorded in 
Table 
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TABLE XVIII. lumbers of blasted spikelets (oats) 
earth cell treatment. greenhouse 1935. Counts made 
on tivo rows per flat. 
s  Plat : Large flat s : iSniall flats 
Treatment : lo. J 'Avm h % row B ! row A i ro'w B 
Treated 1 86 47 33 36 
3 66 47 34 24 
5 66 48 34 ' 29 
y 120 61 46 SO 
9 156 46 50 52 
Totals 494 249 197 191 
Controls 2 68 67 33 45 
4 71 52 35 48 
6 56 56 40 43 
8 63 50 34 53 
10 164 77 28 48 
Totals 42S 302 170 237 
« Of thB rows on which fche ooimts mve mde the TOTJ" 
nearest the outher edge of the bench is designated as A 
and the row nearest the center of the bench as B. 
Study of these data indicates that apparently there is 
no correlation iBtween the treatment and the n\iraber of blasted 
spikelets. I'uMle there ms considerable variation in the 
number of blasted spikelets for individual flats, the differ­
ences within the treated or the control groups were as large 
as the differences between any pair of treated or control 
flats. Because of the systematic rotation of the flats as 
described in the experiment of 1952, the large flats, during 
much of the flowering period, -were located opposite each 
other on one-half of the bench and the small flats opposite 
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each otlier on tlie other part of the 'bencli. The large flats 
extended almost half\my across so that the inside ends of 
opposite flats almost touched, consequently the plants in row 
B were subjected to considerahly different environmental con­
ditions thasi. those of row A at the outer edge of the "benah, 
A considerable space intervened between the inside ends of 
the small flats, hence the growing conditions for the outer 
and the iaaer ends of these flats probably were not imich dif~ 
I 
ferent. The much larger number of the blasted spikelets la 
the A rows than in the B rows of the large flats indicates 
that the variation in muabers of these spikelets isay be due 
mainly to environmental conditions# 
For the'Counts of micro-organisms the methods of sampling, 
dilution and plating were the same as those used in the experi­
ment of the previous year. Results are shora in Tables XIX 
and 
""9Q«" 
TABLE XIX» lumbers of soil micro-organisms, series 
So, 1, earth cell treatment, greenlaouse, 1955, 
"1 " Organisms ; Av^, lOrganismsl :Per cent? 
Plat? per plate ifor 5 jper gran iDry \irt, jmoistureiCurrent 
Ho, sT";; ^  ; 3 ; 4 ; 5'splatessdry soil ; soil ; soil : ia»a« 
sma. 
Sampled 5/19« eo-uated 5/25« dilution 1-100,000 
lif 31 67 38 33 40 41.8 97,900 42,7 17,1 1,1 
2# 44 53 58 46 58 51.8 121,300 42.7 17,1 
67' 59 45 41 64 55.2 131,400 42,0 19,0 1,9 
# 37 30 37 33 34 34.2 81,400 42.0 19,0 
S-Ji- 46 42 63 56 45 50,4 124,400 40.5 23,4 2,1 
6# 38 41 36 38 41 38.8 91,500 42.4 17,9 
7-» 36 45 42 48 46 43,4 103,300 42,0 19,0 1,5 
8# 45 37 41 31 33 37,4 87,600 42.3 18,2 
9'>«' 41 30 29 46 42 37,6 88,100 42,7 17,1 XoX 
10# 37 49 43 59 41 45.8 106,500 43,0 16,3 
Av, of treatments (l-3~5-7-9) 109,000 
Av. of controls (2-4-6-8-10) 97,800 
Per cent increase over controls 11,4 
Sampled 4/87, counted 5/2, dil-gtion 1-100,000 
20 16 19 15 29 19,8 45,300 43,7 14,4 2<,S 
2# 19 16 25 17 6 16,2 35,800 45,2 10,6 
3-:^ 20 12 20 19 18 17,8 41,400 43.0 16,3 2,4 
4# 11 14 IS 14 17 13,8 32,100 43,0 16,5 
5^ 21 20 20 23 22 21,2 49,900 42,5 17,6 2.0 
6# 11 12 20 15 13 14,2 32,100 44,2 13,1 
7-;f 17 15 21 23 20 19,2 43,600 44,0 13,6 1,8 
8# 18 13 29 28 20 21,6 49,000 44,1 13,4 
9iS- 16 10 18 20 20 16,8 38,100 44,1 13,4 2,0 
10# 12 13 10 11 20 13.2 29,300 45.0 11,1 
Av, of treatments {1-3-5-7-9) 43,700 
Av, of controls (2-4-6-8-10) 35,700 




TABLE XX, Iimibers of soil micro-organisms, series 
Ho, 2, earth cell treatment, greenhouse, 1933, 
: TJrganisHis "Sv7 rC^rgariisms: rPer eenF: 
Flatt per plate ;for 5 ;per gram :Dry wt,, ;moisture; Oarrent 
IQ«;~T~T2 I  o  4 ';"B ' ;plates:ciry soil ; soil ; soil ; m,a, 
gms. 
Sampled 3/13, coiinted 3/18» dilution 1-10,000 
283 367 291 352 368 332 76,300 43 0 5 14,9 1.3 
2# 72 211 296 289 279 229 51,600 44,4 12.6 
S^r 496 440 424 509 454 465 109,400 42.5 17,6 la 
4# 350 242 358 251 292 299 68,700 43.5 14.9 
5''»5' 434 302 350 353 356 359 83,100 43,2 15,7 1.0 
6# 317 361 320 357 X 339 77,000 44.0 13»6 
375 346 271 361 182 307 71,100 43,2 19,7 1.1 
8# 389 383 420 334 351 375 86,200 43,5 14,9 
9-» 246 325 342 283 255 286 65,700 43,5 14.9 1.0 
10?? 176 520 337 346 315 299 68,400 43,7 14,4 
Iv, , of tre a tme nt s {1-3 -5 -7 -9) 81,100 
Av, . of eonti'Gls (2-4~6-8-10) 70,400 
Per cent increase over controls 15,S 
Sampled 5/2, counted 5/8,. dilution 1-100,000 
1-:J 21 20 23 30 34 25,6 60,000 42.7 17,1 1.9 
2?/ 35 36 52 28 37 33,6 75,700 44,4 12,6 
3^:- 23 34 19 34 22 26.4 61,700 42.8 17,0 1.7 
4# 17 36 24 24 28 25,8 60,300 42,8 17,0 
RjiS. uv 23 31 32 27 20 26,6 61,900 43.0 16.3 1.9 
6# 15 20 18 15 7 15,0 33,300 45.1 10,9 
S4 21 20 34 21 24,0 55,800 43,0 16.3 3,0 
8# 19 15 21 17 19 18,2 41,400 44,0 13.6 
9-"- 23 32 23 24 27 25,8 58,800 4o ,9 14a0 2.0 
10# 14 14 18 11 15 14,4 32,000 45.0 11.1 
Av . Of treatments (1-3^5-7-9) 59,500 
Av , of controls (2-4-6-.8-10) 48,500 




In  this study of the effect of electric cui'rent upon 
the numbers of soil Mcro-organisms, the Increases, averag­
ing approximately 18 per cent, obtained in the soil of the 
treated lots seem a rather definite indication of the favor­
able effect of the electric c-arrent. However, examination 
of the data discloses large variations betYsreen Individual 
flats of both the treated and the control groups# la a 
number of instances the numbers of organisms for the controls 
were considerably larger than for the treated flats# A 
statistical study applying tbe analysis of variance indi­
cates that the differences obtained in this test were not 
significant. 
All lots were harvested by clipping as previously 
described. At this time the heights of all lots varied from 
52 to 54 inches and no consistent differences in araount of 
growth coiild be observed. Each lot was rolled in riiosquifeo 
netting and reduced to a v/ater free basis. ®ie roots of 
each lot were washed and dried,, and yields determined. Yields 
of grain, straw, and roots are shovm in Table XXI, 
TABUS XXIe Effect of electric c-orrent of low intensity (copper-sine 
electrode combination) on yields of oats, greenhouse e:x;periment, 1933. 




• Grain ; Straw Roots 
« 
: Total 
i Tr,-5s- : Ck.^f : Tr, : Gk. Tr. i Ok* : Tr. s Gk. 
Small flats 56,3 57,3 126,5 116,6 47,0 49,0 229.8 222,9 
15"x20" 57.9 60.3 125,0 127,3 44.0 44.0 226.9 231,6 
51,9 58,7 134,2 115,0 45.0 49,0 241.1 222,7 
56.8 56,2 116,6 117,6 36.0 45.0 209,4 218,8 
58.1 59,9 115,2 116,9 48.0 50.0 221,3 226,8 
Total 291.0 292,4 617,5 593,4 220,0 237,0 1128,5 1122,8 
Av, Yield 
per flat 58,2 58,5 123.5 118,7 44,O 47,4 225.7 224.6 
ff Increase 
over cks. -0.5 3.9 -7,7 0,5 
Large flata' 95,2 105.2 214.3 212,9 75.0 83,0 384.5 402.,! 
20^x30" 100,5 95.9 222,9 204,5 71,O 71,0 394,4 371,4 
93,9 105,6 211, 5 222.3 56.0 65,0 361,4 392,9 
98.0 96,5 220.6 213,0 63,0 73.0 381,6 382.'5 
98,3 94.3 220.3 215.5 67,0 76,0 385,6 S85,8 
Total 485,9 497,5 1089,6 1068,2 332,0 368.0 1907.5 1935,7 
Av, Yield 
per flat 97,2 99,5 217.9 213.6 66.4 73,6 381.5 386,7 
increase 







 1 -1»3 
•y<r Tr = treated 
Ck = control 
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Study of  the data for the yields of the treated flats 
as compared to the controls falls to reveal consistent dif­
ferences except for the yields of roots, Miile the averages 
for each series shows,, for the treated flats, a slightly 
less yield of grain and a slightly increased yield of straw, 
the variations between individml flats were so large as to 
indicate that the results for the grain and the straw can 
not be considered conclusive, 
Ylith reference to the yields of roots the data show 
that in eight of the ten treated flats the root weights were 
leas than the mean welglits of the controls. lAMle the differ­
ences are not large, the consistently lower root yields from 
the treated flats indicates that the amoimt of electric cur­
rent ixsed in this experiment has been harKiful to root growth* 
This conclusion is supported by statistical analysis. 
For the determinations of total nitrogen in the grain, 
straw, and roots,: representative samples were ground in a 
Wiley mill. One graai samples of the grain and two gram 
sauries of the straw and roots were used and determinations 
made by the Kjeldahl jnethod* Results, of these analyses are 
shown in Table XXII, 
A study of the nitrogen analyses with respect to iiie 
averages and the individual Items within the treatments shows 
timt there are no consistent differences in the percentages 
of total nitrogen in the grain or in the straw, There does 
TABLE XXIx. Per cent total nitrogen in grain, straw roots 
(oats), eartli cell treatment, greersliouse, 1933o 
GRA±I>S 1 STRAW • « ROOTS 
Treatments : Cliecks : Jk A U O' • Gliecks ! : Treatments • Oliecks 
Plot Total Kf:Flot Total 1?: ; Plot Total Nj Plot Total M: rPlot Total K:Plot Total N 
% * A" ; % ! ^ : * * • 
Series Wo. 1 -
1 1.84 2 1.84 1 .417 2 .421 1 1.23 G 1.30 
3 1.87 4 1.90 3 ,412 4 .431 3 1.32 4 1.32 
5 1«88 6 1.84 5 .451 6 .382 5 1.32 6 1.39 
7 2.G8 8 2,04 7 .421 8 .417 7 1.23 8 1.38 
9 1.77 10 1.94 9 .392 10 .451 9 1.25 10 1.44 
1.89 1.91 .419 .420 1,27 1.37 
Series No. g 
1 1.69 S 1.70 1 ,402 2 .363 1 1.37 2 1.39 
3 1.61 4 1^61 3 .343 4 .372 3 1.30 4 1.39 
5 1.64 6 1.65 5 ,372 6 .378 5 1.41 6 1.40 
7 1.6S 8 1.68 7 .339 8 .349 7 1,26 8 1.34 
9 1.68 10 1,65 9 .363 10 .363 9 1.28 10 1.39 
Av, 1.65 1.66 .364 .365 1^32 1.38 
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appeap to be a consistent I'eduction in the total nitrogen 
in the roots of the treated lots and this eonclusion is sup­
ported "by statistical analysis of the data. 
Field test' with oats using; the copper-zinc electrode eomblnation 
During the season of 1932 the electrode method of apply­
ing weak electric currents to plants was tested under field 
conditions. 1 level plot, 74 by 36 feet in size^. of apparently 
uniform soil,, was selected in College Field and on April 8 
drilled to logold oats.. The oats was planted with a hand 
drill in rofjs runtiing north and sou'th, six inches apart, Eiis 
area v/as laid out v^ith 20 treated and 23 control plots each 
40 inches wide and 50 inches long, with intervening buffer 
strips 30 inches in width. For the treated plots the copper-
zinc electrode combination was installed. The metal strips, 
each 40 inches long and two Inches iivlde, were pressed into 
the soil to a depth of about three inches at the ends of the 
50 inch plots. Each control and treatsisnt, therefore, in­
cluded ei^t grain rows 40 inches long. 
For the treatments two levels of current intensity were 
used* With ten plots six dry cells in series were included 
in each circuit Miile the remaining ten received the current 
from three dry cells per plot. Later, as the meter readings 
dropped, the number of cells was Increased to eight and four, 
respectively, and on June 10 all cells were replaced. During 
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the progress of the experiment the cell groups were en­
closed in rain proof boxes. All treatments were installed 
on April 22 when the plants were approxiinately one inch in 
height. The arrangement of the field v/ith the locations 
of the high and the low treatments, also the intervening 
controls, is shown bj Figure 7, 
The season v?as favorable for grov/th and the crop grew 
well, ripening progressed norrnallyj. and the quality was 
g0Gd» During the growth and ripening period no differences 
as the result of treatment could be observed. The following 
meter readings are indicat5.ve of current intensities during 
the experiiijent, 
April 82 June 25 June £8 June 50 
m,a,« Bua, m.a. m,a. 
High treatment 20-55 8-15 5-12 5-12 
Low treatment 12-30 5-10 2-8 2-8 
•Jfmilliamperes 
Counts of soil micro-organisms, yields of gpain and 
straw, and analyses of total nitrogen \Tsre obtained as ia 
the greenhouse test, The experimental plots were harvested 
on July 7, 5'or the harvesting a braced frame was constructed 
Y^ith tvro parallel prongs 50 inches long and 40 inches apart 
and the limits of the area to be liarvested vrere determined 
by tlirusting the prongs across the rows at the ground from 
on© end to the other of the plot, "^he results are presented 








Figure 7. /Planting plan of earth cell expe.riment, copper-
, zinc electrode combination, with oatsy College Field, 1932 
"•98«" 
TABLE XXIII, Effect of electric current (copper sine 
electrode combiiiations supplemented with dry cells) 
on n-umbers of soil organisms ard. yields of oats. 
College Field, 1932, 
Control' ' ;; I'reatment 
ft 
« Sos, soil ; « • • • * • iJos, soil • f 
Plot; organisms Crop 5 ;Plot: orp;ani3ms : Crop 
So,: 000 per ; yield ;! No«: 6^6 per gp. jyield 
gsns. / ^/is. 
i 
1 680,4 2 108 
/ 
/621,4 
3 76 662,3 4 93 725.7 
5 85 743,9 6 88 753.0 
8 68 653,2 7 98 712,2 
10 100 675.9 9 103 653,2 
12 iv 734,8 11 110 684,9 
IS if 712,2 14 129 671,3 
16 100 694,0 16 89 689,5 
IV 92 689,5 18 94 771,1 
20 122 607,8 19 92 671,3 
Control Seavy Treatment 
20 122 607,8 21 121 616,9 
22 83 644,1 25 83 725,8 
24 771,1 26 128 762,0 
25 698,5 28 127 784,7 
27 139 612,4 30 93 662,3 
29 82 712,2 32 f* 771.1 
31 771,1 34 « 707,6 
33 a 666,8 37 99 698,5 
35 707,6 39 99 825,6 
36 100 698,5 42 W 721,2 
38 108 725,8 
40 113 716,7 
41 734.8 
43 it 762,0 
•s-Iot sampled. 
TABLE XXIV, I^Tunbers of soil mioro-organisms saimtnar-y of Table XXIII 
^une 23 ' r 3une~88 _ ^une gO 
slTb of s :Gompara~ :So of:" : Oompara-j ^ T'Sompara-
:saia-^ sBacteriastive perisam- jBacteriastive perssaHi-" sBacteriastlvo per 
;lea ;per fm-* ? cents rples ;per pqa. ; cents tples ;pei' gm. ; cents Treatments 
Low Treatments 3 
Corresponding Gks, g 
High. Treatments 3 
Corresponding Gks, 2 
All Treatments 6 

















































:¥6, "of''': "TGbmparative" 
iamnplea:Bacteria per ^rams per cents 
Average all low treatments 
Average all oorresiaciadlng oks. 
Average all h.igli treatsienta 
Average all corresponding cSrs. 
Average all treatments 




















TABLE XXV, Yield of grain and straw - summary 











All treatments 20 711»4 101,79 
All cliecks 23 698.9 100,00 
Low treatments 10 695.4 101,46 
Corresponding oks. 10 685.4 100.00 
Hl^ treatment 10 727.6 102,58 
Corresponding cks. 13 709.S 100.00 
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TABIiB IM1» Effect of electric ctErront (copper-zinc 
electrode combination supplemented vdtti dry cells) 
















'% n. i 
Straw $ « 
Controls Li^t Treatment 
1 l.:844 0.308 2 1,800 0,345 
3 1.947 0,359 4 2.018 0,345 
5 1,869 . 0,286 6 1.891 0.271 
8 1,844 0,292 7 1.916 0.336 
10 1,92S 0,351 9 1.916 0.292 
12 1.785 0,358 11 1*785 0.305 
15 1,779 0,292 14 1,850 0.344 
15 1,807 0,300 16 1,894 0.314 
17 1,910 0,308 18 1.894 0,308 
20 1,791 0.300 19 1.822 0.257 
Av, 1,850 0,315 1.879 0,312 
Controls Heavy Treatment 
20 1.791 0,300 21 1.735 0,292 
22 1,807 0.322 23 1.763 0.314 
24 1,878 0,365 26 1.835 0,271 
25 1,850 0,264 28 1.894 0,292 
27 1,835 0,249 30 1,981 0,330 
29 2,040 0,308 SS 1.735 0.257 
31 1,866 0.300 34 1.850 0,300 
33 1,807 0,365 37 1,704 0,235 
35 1,910 0,:314 39 1.966 0.330 
36 1,866 0.257 42 1.791 0,308 
38 1,807 0,264 
40 1»966 0.308 
41 1,850 0.235 
43 1.894 0,264 









It is apparent that the results of this experinient fail 
to show significant differences dtie to the treatiaent witii 
electric current. There is a slight indication^ however, 
that the currents used may have been too strong since vdth 
the lower treatment an average increase of 15 per cent in the 
nuraber of soil micro-organisms was obtained, while vdth the 
high treatment the noaiber was slightly decreased. But little 
reliance can be placed upon such a conclusion as the varia­
tions in the individual counts were so large as to render 
insignificant the slight average differences obtained. For 
example, the number of soil organisms per gram dry soil in 
treated plot lIo» 9 was 103,000, -eiJiile in plots Hos, 8 and 
10, the controls on either side, the numbers TOre 68,000 and 
100,000 respectively. Again, in treated plot No, 28 the 
nuiuber was 127^000, ishile in plots So* 27 and 29 the numbers 
were 139,000 and 82,000 respectively, 
A comparison of treatments and controls ?dth respect to 
crop yields and percentages of total nitrogen shows that the 
average differences were so slight as to be negligible, 
especially in vie-s? of the rather large variations in the indi­
vidual determinations. For "tihe plots receiving the li^t 
treatment, the crop yields, as sho\m in Table XXIII,, varied 
from 621.4 grams to 771,1 grams, while the yields of the 
corresponding group of controls varied from 507,8 grams to 
743,9 grams, "Che yields of the plots receiving the heavy 
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treatment varied from 616®9 grams to 825,6 grams, and for 
the controls from 607,8 grains to 771,1 grams, The nitrogen 
analyses, presented in Tahle XXVI, shoi?/ that both the grain 
and straw of treated plot lo, 28 were higher in percentage 
of total nitrogen than control lo, 27,. and lower than control 
Bo, 29, The data on percentage of total nitrogen presents 
a number of similar examples. 
The effect of electric current npon the formation of carbon 
dioxide in the aoil-
In.order to investigate fiarther the possible effects 
of slight electric currents upon the mimbers of soil micro-
organisTffis, samples of soil were treated Tidth different in­
tensities of current and the effect measured in terms of 
carbon dioxide formation. Since carbon dioxide is produced 
by nearly all types of these organisms the aiaounts evolved 
can be assmned to indicate rather definitely the combined 
effect of the number and activity of the organisms in the soil 
s'fcudied. This test was conducted in May and June, 1934. 
The soil used \ms a Clarion loam taken from two to five 
inches below the surface in an old alfalfa field. After air 
drying for several days the soil vras pulverised with mortar 
and pestle, screened through a 20 mesh sieve and spread out 
for further drying,. Just prior to the taking of the experi­
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mental samples the moist-ure content of the air-dry soil \?as 
determined 'bj reducing to oven dryness. 
Each experimental sample, consisting of 200 grams of 
the thoroughly mixed, air-dry Clarion loam, \ras v/eighed into 
a 500 CO, gas bottle and the moistiire content raised to 
approximately SI per cent by adding 40 cc» of a mtrient 
.solution. The nutrient solution had been prepared by adding 
to each 40 cc, of distilled water two grams of cane sugar 
and 0o6 grams of ammonium sulfate, 
Hine experimental.samples of soil, in groups of three 
samples each, were used for the test. One group was subjected 
to current of 10-15 milliamperes., the second group received 
approximately 0»1 milliampere, and the samples of tihe third 
group were xxsed as controls. 2he heavier current was obtained 
from a d.irect current generator and the lighter from Edison 
storage batteries* On account of hi^ resistance in the cir~ 
cuits, possibly due to imperfect contact between the soil 
and the electrodes, it was necessary to use considerable 
voltage in order to obtain the currents desired* Treatments 
were continuous and were applied throughout the full period 
of the test, except during the time necessary for draTffin^ 
off the carbon dioxide. 
The gas bottles for the treated samples were equipped 
with two carbon electrodes, 0,5 inches in diameter, project­
ing through holes bored in opposite sides about three-foiirths 
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incli above the •bottoms, 'ihe ends of the electrodes intended 
to he in contact with the soil projected one-half inch be­
yond the inner walls and were sealed in place to prevent leak­
age, Ihe three "bottles in each group were connected in 
series, as illustrated in Pigiipe 8, and placed in the proper 
circuit. Each iDottle was stoppered Mth a two hole rubber 
stopper equipped with glass tubes to which \fer0 attached 
short lengths of rubber tubing. During the treatment these 
openings were closed vfith ti^atly fitting solid glass rods. 
One of the two glass tubes in each bottle extended to a point 
3ust above the surface of the soil, tiie other terminated just 
beloiT the stopper. 
For the aspiration of the carbon dioxide,, the soil flasks 
\Tere connected to 500 cc< suction flasks containing from 20 to 
80 cc, of approximately 0,6N KOHj the amount ^ ^sed depending 
on the length of time elapsed since the previous deteriflinatioa. 
Each suction flask was equipped with a tower containing ap­
proximately 18 Inches of glass beads so that during aspiration 
the KOH, v;hich was drawn up into the tov/er^ would have the 
raaximm absorption rate. Suction, applied at the upper ends 
of the towers-, was provided by a water pimip. The GOg free 
air, I'iMch was led to the soil flasks during the aspiration 
process, load been drawn first through a 30 inch tower of glass 
beads kept moist ^ th constantly circulating HaOH, and then 
through two gas-washing bottles in series filled with 35 per 
cent KOH, From each soil flask the COg laden air was drawn. 
Lgure 8. G-roxip of -bliree 200 gram (dry we5_gh-b) saraples of soil in gas bottles 
wired in series for treatment v/ith. electric current, -fart of experiment to 
measiu?e effect of electric current on COg formation 5.n soil. 
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into a suction flask and bubbled through the KOH in the 
tower« 
At the end of the aspiration period the beads v^ere •srashed 
from the absorption towers into their respective flasks vdth 
distilled water, ten cc. of BaClg for each 20 cc, of KOH were 
added, and the solution titrated against 0,,1070H HCL, The 
experiraent was oontinaed for 72 hours and deten-iinations of 
CO2 frere made at the end of each eight-hour period for the 
first day, and at the end of each 24-hcur period for the 
next two days. She results of this ezperiiaent are presented 
in the Tables XXVII and XXVIII. 
In Table IXVIII the symbol in each ease represents 
the ratio of the greater to the sroaller mean squares, 'The de­
gree of significance for each factor is indicated by coaipar-
li->g "P" with the appropriate figures from Snedecor's (41) 
tables for the values of ''F". In certain cases the "F" values 
obisined in this experiment are hi^er than, the highly sig­
nificant tabular.values of the order. 
On the basis of these data , a high degree of significance 
BHist be attached to the variation betvreen treatments, indicat­
ing that the numbers or activities of soil micro-organisms, as 
measured by the evolution of carbon dio^dde, have been affected 
appreciably by electric current. The "F" value of 46.94^ 
representing the variation between treatments, is many times 
larger than the ifo tabular value of 6«01, That the effect of 
such treatment ig independent of the time the readings were 
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TABLE XXVII* Effect of electric erarent of different 
Intensities on tlie formation of OOg in soil^ J'^llli-
grams COg per 200 grams of soil# 
: Mg, COg5 
! at J 
: 8 hrs» : 
Mg, cop* ^ g# ^^2* 
at ! at : 
16 hrs,J 24 hrs»; 
.i% CO2 
at 
48 hrs,: ' 
5. CO2 : 
at ; 

























Sums 315.3 402,5 467,0 681,5 520,2 2386,5 






















858 i 8 
894.8 
946,3 
Stuns 381,6 447,0 526,9 706,9 637,5 2699,9 

























Sums 249,1 265,2 296,4 245.5 330,3 1386.5 
•J'Replicatioa. 
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"SABIE XXVIII. toalyais of variance in amounbs 
of OOg. Data f3?om Table XXVII. 
Source of valriation 
iDegrees: 











Betv/een means of 
treatments " 2 52,282,21 46. 
Between means of 
time 2 119,268,SO 107.09*""* 
Interaction -treat­
ment and time 4 2,:017r80 1.81'"" 
TJnaC'COtmted f op^ 18 1,115.74 
Highly significant 
-25' lot significant 
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taketi is indicated hj the fact that the "P" value for inter­
action tietweeB treatment and time is smaller than the barely 
significant 5/o taMlar value. 
The comparative amou.nts of carhon diox3.de obtained at the 
end of each interval are showi in Figure 9, A coraparison of 
the three curves in this figtire shows tliat the depressing 
effect of the stronger current vjas considerably greater than 
the stimulating effect of the weak current# Apparently, inaoh 
of the significance for the variation between treatments mst 
be due to the relatively small amounts of carbon dioxide 
fornied in the soil treated with the stronger current. Analysis 
of the variations in the means of the Y/ealc treatment and of 
the controls indicates that the stinralating effect of the weak 
current is of doubtful significance#. However, a study of the 
data for the weak treatment and for the controls shows the 
following differences: (1) the amo^mts of carbon dioxide ob­
tained during each of the five successive periods were defi­
nitely larger for the weak treatment; (2) for each of the suc­
cessive eight hour periods of the first 24 hours the rate of 
carbon dioxide evo3;ution vias somewhat accelerated by the weak 
treatment* 
For all treatments, much larger amounts of carbon dioxide 
were obtained for the first 24 hour period than for tlie suc­
ceeding intervals, a result which probably iras due in part to 
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SUMARY 
In tills investigation tiie primary oljject has been to 
study the possible effect of weak electric ctirrents, siisiilar 
to those existing in natxjre, upon plant growth and certain 
phases of the environment# The experiments have been of two 
types? (1) those using the earth-air currents collected and 
discharged by means of elevated metal brushes, and (2) those 
using currents generated as the result of differences in 
potential betif/een burled, aerially connected, copper and 
zinc electrodes, sometimes augmented by dry cells placed in 
the circuits. In both types the currents developed have been 
applied to the root areas of the plants tinder observation. 
The study of plant response has been confined to 
measurable features of grox^rth and development, such as rate 
of germination, time of maturity, analyses of total nitrogen, 
and yields of grain and stra^. Considerable attention \ms de­
voted to one of the environmental problems, namely, the effect 
of the electric currents used upon the numbers and activity 
of the micrG-organisms in the treated root areas, The response 
was measured by determining the relative numbers of organisms 
and also the amounts of carbon dioxide evolved-. 
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Tiie results with the earth-air c-urrents indicated, xmder 
the conditions of this ezperimsnt, that the currents obtained 
b-y means of the installation of elevated mstal brushes con­
nected with buried wires transversing the root areas of 
field crops were of so little effect that the method must be 
deemed quite impractical. In fact, the yield differences 
measured in these comparisons were so slight and the direction 
of variation was so erratic that the possibility of either a 
stimulating or a depressing effect, due to the currents ob­
tained, seems doubtful, Purthermore, it appears probable that 
the minute electric currents passing through the elevated 
brushes were not led from the bases of the poles outward into 
for 
the field,/any effective distance but leaked off into the soil 
within a maximmn distance of six feet from- the point where the 
conductor entered the ground* This conclusion is supported bj 
calculations based on physical formulae including the observed 
strength of current, and also on the fact that the intensity of 
the currents measured in the soil and along the buried con­
ductor at various distances from one of the collectors seemed 
to bear no relation to the intensities measured at the base 
of the pole,. During the course of this thi'ee year experiinent 
a wide range of seasonal conditions was encountered, the first 
year being extremely hot and dry and the third year providing 
an abundance of rain and generally favorable gro^idng weather. 
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The experiments with the copper-zinc electrodes com­
bination, in which an electrode of copper and one of zinc 
were buried at opposite ends of the soil area to be treated, 
and connected aerially by copper wire, produced results with 
oats which indicate that the growth of plants may be affected 
by electrical currents of low intensity. 
In the first year of the greenhouse test significant 
increases in yields were obtained from the treated lots ex­
cept where grown on soil of high fertility. T his e^^ception 
is one which might be expected, since the high fertility soil 
in itself apparently provided such favorable growing condi­
tions that further stimulus could not produce measurable 
response. In five of the seven treated lots of the low fer­
tility series the current applied was very weak, being of the 
orderof 0.5 milliampere, and was merely that current induced 
as the result of the difference in potential between the 
copper and zinc electrodes. With the t?ro lots having a dry 
cell included in the circuit and subjected to current of ap­
proximately i»5 milliamperes the increases obtained were larger, 
indicating that somewhat stronger currents might be still more 
effective, a deduction which was not supported by further 
trials. 
For the greenhouse experiment of the second year one or 
more dry cells were included in the circuit for each treated 
lot and current intensities in all flats, whil-e generally of 
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the order of from 1,0 to 2,0 Biilllamperes, at times ranged 
aa high as 4,0 milliaii^eres. In. this experiiaent the yields of 
grain and straw were not significantly increased, la fact, the 
grain yields of the treated lots were slightly less than those 
of the controls. It seems possible that too high an amperage 
was used J and this inference is supported "by the fact that 
in the case of the roots the yields and per cent total nitro­
gen were significantly less for the treated lots than for the 
controls. 
In the field trials the copper-zinc electrodes combina­
tion with dry cells included in the circuits provided a wide 
range in current intensities.. In the low series treatment the 
intensities varied between 2 and 30 Biilliamperes, depending on 
the dryness of th© soil and the condition of the batteries, 
and in the high series between 5 and 55 liiUliaraperss. Since 
the current was not confined in tlie field soil as in ttie 
greenhouse flats, it was free to follow the usual curved path­
way of the lines of force and consequently the intensity per 
unit of cross-section area v^as obviously not in the aai'ae pro­
portion to the recorded Intensity in the tiro experiments# How­
ever, neither of the tT/o general levels of current intensity 
wMch were used in this field trial proved to be effective, as 
the differences obtained for the plant yields^ nitrogen analy­
ses, and numbers of soil organisms v/ere so amali as to be with­
out significance* 
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Witia the exception of the deterniinations made in con­
nection with the field test, a rather definite and constant 
relationsMp between electrical treatment and nuiabers of 
soil micro-organisms v/as observed throughotit the aeries of 
experiments. In the 1932 greenhouse experiment a comparison 
of 24 samples by means of laboratory comts showed Increases 
for the electrically treated lots of 14 to 123 per cent,, and 
of 15 to 23 per cent for 20 samples in 1933, Further proof 
v/as provided by the carbon dioxide determinations, a weak 
current of 0,1 milliampere producing appreciable increases 
in amounts of carbon dioxide formed and a relatively strong 
current of 10 to 15 milliamperes resulting in pronounced 
decreases. Since the positive correlation between numbers of 
soil micro-organisms and the productivity of the soil has 
been well established it laay be concluded that possible varia­
tions in plant growth resulting from the application of 
electric current are at least partly due to the effect of 
such treatment upon these organisms# 
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